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TROPICAL FORESTS 
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m Export earnings for 33 developing countries. 
H Essential for maintaining the quality of our earth’s atmosphere 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Bellagio II Task Force on Tropical Forestry R8S8arCh vas 
convened in February 1988 by the Rockefeller Foundation, the Gaited 
Nations Development Prsgrannae @NDPI, the hrld knk and the Food and 
Agrfmdturs Organization of the Unit8d Nations (FAO). The Task Force 
had been sallad for by aa aarlier Bdlagio meeting of July 1987, vhich 
reCogn%Zad that the stat8 of forestry r8jearch amd th8 level of support 
to provida solutions to problems of deforeskasfoa and associated 
environmental degradation fall far shart of needs. Th July meeting 
had, in mxn, been convened to giv@ further impetus to an international 
effort to reduce tropical doforestation kmm as the Tropical Forestry 
Action Plan (ITAP). 
oven thou& total international expenditure in support of forestry 
developmenfz, broadly deffned, 
P 
has roughly doubled over the past five 
y6ars t4 about USSl.000 milfion, research expenditure is still. onlv five 
per cent of the total. This Compares to bo p8r C8nc Of th8 total in ch8 
case of agriculture. 
i 
The Task Force vas asked to 1) assess the potential benefits from a 
significant expansion of investment in research, 2) idqtify priority 
research opportunities, arid 3) define and recommend appropriate 
institutional mechanisms to &de and co-ordinate an expanded global 
research effort to meet the potentials and the opportunities. 
, 
B. PO TEPJTI A C OG 
The Task FOrC8 began vith a comprehensive reviev of the gains from 
past research. The reviev cover.+ the four areas of opportunity 
addressed by the.TFAP: 
* the contribution of forests and trees to 
sustainable land use and food security; 
* the contribution of forests and trees to 
energy security; 
* the expansion of sustainable forest 
industry development; and 
* the conservation and management of 
tropical forest ecosystems. 
It conc.ludad thai significant additional investment in priority 
research has the potential for making major contributions to human 
welfare and to sustaining development efforts in other fields such as 
agriculture, energy, and industrial development. The many gains wichir. 
reach -could include the folloving: 
1. In addition to direct benefits of fuel and fodder, there can 
be major gains in' food security as a result of research on improved land 
use that incorporates trees. For example, shelterbelts, alley cropping 
and other agro-forestry practices have been shown to contribute to 
raising crop yields and increasing the sustainability of agriculture. 
2. Downstream benefits from application of vatershed management 
research include reduced erosion and siltation of reservoirs needed for 
irrigation, hydropower produ’ction and flood control. 
3. Research to improve the productivity of multi-purpose trees 
would significantly increase the SUPPly Of fuel, fodder and other goods 
for many of the 120 million people in the Sahelian and Himalayan regions 
who rely on trees for those products. . 
4. Many of the 300 million People living in dryland regions which 
are saverely or moderately desertified could benefit from expanded 
research on management of natural Savannah-woodlands, as well as from 
research on tree species tolerant of aridity and salinity. 
ii 
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5. Research to salact, b!ptOve’and es$ablish trees Could more 
than double the average produc+ivfty of trees usad in the tropics to 
produes fU81. Aggressive application of such reS8arCh results could 
benefit 200 to.UJO million people out of the 3,000 million people vho 
vi11 face’aeute scarcity or deficits of fuelwood by tha eeprn of the 
c8ntur-f. . 
6. Research on small and luga-scale industrial forestry &d 
forest products ca%k l XpaUd aXpOrE revenues, decr8ase d8pendence on 
imporu of essential forest producu, and generau rutal emplopmnt and 
insome. For l acampls, based to a gnat l xt8nt on a solid and fnrensive 
research effort, Chile has iacreased its forest products exports up KO 
'USSSOO million pir year. , 
7. -Tree r8lestion and improvement rrsaarch has already shown the 
potentials for reducing costs per cubic metro of vood in the tropics to 
levels that.are competitive anyvherr in the vorld. As a result. the 
costs of producing paper could be brought dovn, thus helping educationa 
programmet that could, potentially, raise the literacy levels of 
hundreds ef millions of people. This is an ess8ntial prerequisite for 
sustainabl8 d8velopment. 
8. Raseareh on consemation and management of tropical forest 
l cosystoas, pazticularlp the knowledge and practices of indigenous 
forest-dvolling peoples, can eontribute to safeguarding a major 
proportion of the world's biological diversity. This will h8lp ensure 
that present axed future generations wilI, be able to tap the vast 
reservoir of p%ant 'and animal genetic resources ia tropical forasto to 
maintain and to broaden the genetic base for food crops, medieimes, 
industrial products, and ocher w8ful goods. Bu8d oa put experience 
vith the domestication of tropical plants, this fs clearly a critical 
resource requiring prot8ction. 
From this review of put progress and promising future 
opportuaities, five fief& emerge as priorities for expandad inves:nent 
in research: 
-elk 8gBPfO~8SC~ and vatershad izuna~cmant; 
+* natufaf far8sc ecology and mnagefmnc; 
* tr88 brsediag and tree fmprovamnt; 
+, U~f~fZatfori and lll8&8dllg; and 
+* poPfey and soda-economic issuer. 
Specific topics vithin each of these fields are idantified in this 
report. It 1s fully recognir8d that priorities will differ among 
countries and circtmstancas vi&in countrias. 
Uhf18 the potential for substantial gains from research exists, it 
Ls recognized that an eqanded research effort will not make progress 
unless there is the capacity to manage it and implement it, however 
iii 
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veil-chosen the objectives and priorities. me Task Force concludes 
that the current state of national research systems in developing 
countries will be a major cons traint unless significant effort is made 
to expand capacity. Of particular importance will be efforts to: 
ft generate internal political awareness of 
the importance of chc issues being 
addressed and the pocenrial contribution 
of research; and secure long-term financing; 
* re-orient research to barter address the 
needs of the rural poor, and strengthen the 
education of researchers and technicians; 
* improve research organization and 
managemen c , including incenrives for 
retention of key staff; and 
* serengehen inreracrions among researchers, 
both nationally and inteznacionally, and 
berveen researchers and users. 
The veaknesses of national research organizations are compounded by 
the lack of any internationAl focal point for addressing the veaknesses 
through financial and technical assistance. Although tropical forest 
research is being supported by many bilateral and multilateral donors, 
there is no central body that can co-ordinate and offer veil-informed 
help to donors, to national bodies, and to research establishments. In 
particular, they need help in evaluating needs and priorities, 
mobilizing support, developing capacity, focussing research, and sharing 
information with countries that need it most. 
Thus, the Task Force recommends the establishment of an 
international mechanism to StiInUlate, plan, co-ordinate, and suppox a 
centrally or regionally-directed tropical forestry research strategy and 
programme, and to encourage relevant research vork at the national or 
regional levels through a variety of funding arrangements. The 
potential exists to achieve rapid results in research findings and in 
strengthening national research capabilities. 
D. pECO?IhFNDATfONS 
Against this background, the Task Force recommends a three-pronged 
approach to overcoming the constraints and meeting the opportunities for 
expanded research. These are: 
, 
* creating an fnremacional framevork to 
plan, co-ordinate and support a re-enforced 
and expanded research programme; 
* building national research capabilities, 
especially in the near tern, in order CO 
facilicare expanded research; and 
iV 
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* providing a focal potit for M enhanced, 
decmrralised resear& effort in the five 
priority fields ideneffied by the Task Force. 
To tits end, the Task Force tesesunende the establishment of an 
International Tropfeal Forastm Beseash Coundf (XTFRC>. %e vadd 
provide a aechaniso for ~hamlling and co-ordinecing internatzion?l 
financial and technical supgo= to forestry research in the developing 
eountries. The Council uc+uld be supported by, and ansver to, a group c 
iatereated domrs. It vould have a Techr&r% ~&ziroty Ccmfttee, an 
Execueive Secreearlat, and regiod co-ordinatots. 
Ies main tasks 'vould bo: 
H 60 improve research capability and sapacicg 
in eropical countries egSougf2 ff3ffxrw3.on 
systems developmens, eechafeal and muzags- 
mene eraining programnes, and ocher support 
acrivieies; aad 
+* ro acceferace progress h &search by 
generariag well-gfanned projeer proposals 
for donor funding. 
Approaches to these tuks might include netvotks, winning 
arrangements, contract research, training activities and othdr special 
projects. Flexfbtlicy in funding research in the field vould be 
emphasized. but a base of core funds vould have to be sectazed for 
operrt%oma% rtab$l%fzy of the CouncfP and %es supporE staff. 
Financial requirements for core support tu the operasims of :he 
Council are seen as modest -.- on the order of US$3 million annually. : 
addition, the Task Force estimates that external support for research 
and ixeprowd research capahflfty should progressively rise from a level 
of USS46 &flfon seporeed in 1986 eo approximately US$SO-US$fOO miE1Lw 
per annum by 1995, 
Specific foresuy research programmes related to increasing 
productivity of multi-purpose trees in Asia and Africa and improved 
forest products utilization fn ktin America Rave already been 
formulated and are ready for prompe implemenr;ltion. 
Should a decision be takm at the Bellagfo If Conference to supper 
this nev initiative, there is enough fnfonnation available to enable a 
more detailed programme vithin the framevork proposed to be developed 
quite quickly. The next steps that might be taken co achieve this are 
,indicated in the Task Force report, 
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PREFACE 
In July 1987, an international strategy meeting on tropical fores:s 
vas convened under the auspices of The Rockefeller Foundation, UNDP, the 
World Bank, FAO and the World Resources Institute (URIJ. Twenty-five 
world political, financial and scientific leaders met at the Bellagio 
Study and,Conference Centre in Italy to discuss global action to address 
tropical deforestation. 
This necringi know! asbellagio Forestry I, was organized in 
response to the TFAP, which was launched in October 1985. The TFAP 
represents a major international effort to provide a strategy for 
reducing deforestation and promoting sustainable use of tropical fores: 
resources. The purpose of the meeting was to debate the constraints to 
effective implementation of the Plan at the national leveI, and to 
recommend steps to overcome them. A ten-point Statement emerged, which 
is presented in Annex 1. The meeting concluded vith a call for the 
formation of a task force to prepare proposals on policy responses, 
financing strategies, and institutional mechanisms to implement :he 
action agenda. The task force would report to a second Bellagio 
' Forestry meeting in 1988. 
At Bellagio Forestry I and in subsequent consultations, there was 
widespread agreement that the veakness of the existing tropical forest- ' 
related research system is a major constraint. The forestry advisers of' 
bilateral and multilateral agencies, as well as non-governmental 
. _ .- _ 
organizations (NCOs), vorking to imphment the TFAP, recommended :hap, 
BeLlagio Forestry II should focus on research strategies to suppot-, 
imp%ementaeion of the TFAP. In response, the Rockefeb%er Foundation, 
UNDP, the Uor%d Bank and FAO formed an intemationa~ Task Force on 
Forestry Research to report to the Belfagio Forestry II meeeing. 
me Task Force had the foUoving termi of reference: 0 
0 to reviev the relevance, effectiveness, and capacity of 
tropical forest-related research and ie relaeions vieh alb 
aspests of development: 
D to identify priorfey research needs over the shore, medium anA 
long term; and 
e to recommewd appropriate institutional frarnevorks and 
mechanisms , and esefrnaea their cost. - 
The Task Force commenced vork in February 1988, and its membershbg 
is given iw Annex 2. Rie Task Force has taken a broad approach in is 
reviev of inseitueiona% opeions for strengthening the coRtrfbueiows of 
forestry-refaced research to imp%emeneing the TFAP. Et has placed gres 
enqhasis on the need to strengthen ps%icy research, as veE% as technic- 
research on forest resource menagemen vithfn the general concept of 
sustainable development as outllmd in the report of the UorPd 
Commission on Environment and Development (ehe ‘BnmdtPand Report"). 
The conclusions and resoauuendations of the Task Force are based on' 
(iI 
(if) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
a teviev of ~for studies and recent conference reports on 
:ropisal forest-related research (many of vhieh are LiszzL if. 
the References section of this report); 
a reties of background papers prepared by the Task Force 
members. and others (see Amex 3) ; 
eighty-five responses to a questionnaire sent to research 
organizations working on tropical forestry issues in Africa, 
Asia and Latin America; and 
extensive consultat,ions by Task Force members vith a vide ram 
of institutions in tO countrfes. l3embers mee vi:h more than 
350 forestry speeiafLsts, researchers, policy makers, 'staff Q; 
bi%a+etaf and multilateral devefopmeat assistance agencies, 
metiers of NC& and representatives of the private sector. 
Through this process, the Task Force has attempted to specify an 
ixtseitusfona% framevork vhieh is practical, cost-effective. and capabl- 
of stimulating and co-ordfnaeing areas of research thae are critieaP EC 
P 'addressing forese land-use problems in developing couneries, 
particularly eke needs of the rural poor. 
vii 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
DEFORESTATION AND TROPICAL FORESTRY PROBLEYS 
Deforestation threatens the sustainability of development. 
* 1. Hundreds of millions of people living in the tropics depend on 
forests for their survival. Forests and trees are their main source of 
food, fuel, fibre, fodder and other necessities. 
2. For many additional hundreds of millions -- farmers in tropical 
agricu%tural environments, rural communieies, and urban dvellers -- 
trees play an essential role. They improve the produceivity of fanning 
sys terns , thus contributing to food security. They stabilize watersheds 
and reduce erosion and flooding. They provide wood for energy, raw 
materials for construction, fibre products such.as paper, and countless 
other goods and services needed to improve human velfare. 
3. In more subtle ways, forests contribute to global welfare, for 
example, providing the genetic material which now underlies many of our 
basic foods and generating employment opportunities. Tropical for.ests 
' vi'11 become increasingly important in meeting future needs of an 
expanding global population. 
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6. Despite the significant contributions made by forests and trees 
ehe tropics, every year more than 11 million hectares are being 
destroyed. In additional, incalculable millions of trees are lose 
through forest degradatiol%, over-exp%o%tation for timber and fue%rood 
overgrazing by livestock, and other non-sustainable uses, 
5. The negati,ve impacts of deforestation, forest degradation atid %o 
of faxm trees in the tropics are poting. These impacts include: 
rkp bxrwing soi degradation and 
daserriffcatfoa which lead to food 
insecurigg; 
decdizrixq water qualfq, which affects 
human health; 
z=bs%ng msts for hydgqwwer and drrfgation 
grogaces as dam reservoirs become filled 
witj4 sfPt from 8sosion; 
hardship and miser for a huge and 
izxreas.Lng populaeion who cazano~ find 
fuelwood or afford altermtive fuels; 
declines in productive emp%qmeas, because 
wood, both as a raw mteriol and a fuel for 
iadustsg, is beco- scarce and expensive; 
decliaiag forei@ uchaage earnings and 
facreas.kzg impa% bills for forest products 
as forests are depPeced ef comnaercfad woods; 
loss of,bfologfcal diversity ad eke @no 
pea% whfeh has beea se iinporcPwe &z 
suppl~fwg the basic genetic uuser%ml 
underlying may sf our importam feed 
products and medicines; 
the cutting and burning of tropical forests w 
whfsh is coxxribueing co aczwsp&xerfc emissions 
of mgreeah8use gasessm thereby ampfffping &as 
problem of global waming. 
B. PONSE -. 
6. Donors end dnvelopment organir~tions, both governmental and 
non~overnmencal , are veil avue of these problems and increasingly are 
taking action to reverse tha trends. Indeed, official development 
assist.an~e for forestry has been fncrwfng at an annual rate of some 
to 15 percent since 1984, doubling to about US$l billion at present 
(FAO, 1987). 
7. Rekognition of the need to improve the effectiveness and 
P , effisieney of national and internaeional efforts to address eropicak 
forest problems led to the development of the TFAP under the overaL% e 
ordination of FAG. Some 60 tropical and donor countries endorsed ehe 
TRAP as a global strategy folloving its release in 1985, and it has b.e 
adopted as a ceuuaon framevork for action by the development assisiamee 
2 
community. The basic objectives of the TFAP are to contain tropical 
defores.tation, to ensure the basic needs of rural and urban pot for 
food, fuelwood, fodder and shelter, and to increase the contributions of 
forests as a sustainable source of employment, income and export 
earnings. 
8. To achieve these objectives, the TFAP addresses OppOttUnitieS'tO: 
+* enhance the role of forests and 
trees in promocfng sustainable land- 
use patterns through introduction of 
watershed mmnagement and agro-forestry 
approaches; ' 
* increase the efficiency of fuelwood 
use and the suppPp of fuelwood and 
ocher resources through improved 
technology and improved policies and 
actions by govet;unenrs and local 
citizens; 
* increase the sustainability of forest 
industry operations and forest n 
managemanc through introduction of 
iaceatfves and technologies to 
encourage more widespread use of 
sustained yield forest management and 
improved efficiency in conversion or' 
wood to products; and 
++ reduce deforestation and expand and 
improve the conservarion of tropical 
forest ecosystems co ptocecc 
biological diversiry and the genetic 
resources which may be required by 
future generations. 
9. National-level iFAP astivieies are now in various stages of 
implementation in 55 tropical countries. It is becoming increasingly 
clear, through these activities and ehrough more detailed enquiries such 
as those of the present Task Force, that the information on which to 
base effective strategies, plans and actions is critically inadequate, 
as is the researeh capacity to generate the needed information. 
C. mv NEFD FOR EXPANDED GLOBAT. RESEARCri 
10. A significant expansion of inVestment in research, particularly 
the strengthening of forest research capabilities of developing 
countries, is needed to fill critical information gaps and to expand the 
p information base. This need vas emphasized in one of the 10, 
recommendations put forth at the first Bellagio forestry meeting; which 
__I-___- - -  
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are sumarired in Annex 1. Attempts CO implement the other nine 
reeomendations have encountered serious infotmation bottlenecks, thus 
further justifying a significant expansion of research. Understandir.g 
what specifically needs to be done and how to do it effectively requiz. 
research, 
11. Development assistance for the forestry sector has shifted Jn 
recent years. For example, in the case of the Uosld Bank, over the 
1977-1986 decade. some 60 percent of resources for the forestry sectax= 
ware devoted to the arms of firn and commudty forestrlp and watershed 
m8nagement , as compared with only five per cent fm the grev$ous decade 
Rsserreh to support this new ar8a of emphasis is sor'ely lacking and 
cxitfesffy needed. Of particular iqomzance is the need to orient 
research to addressing the needs aad psoblw of the rural poor. This 
requires research on tow-input trehnologior which eonfowa te bocal 
social and ecological conditfoms. However, it has become clear chat 
technologies are available to h8lp address many of the existing 
problems, but the policy reforms and ocher measures required to prorsloz- 
videspread use of sueh technologies ue poorly -understood. A 
sfgnificant expansion in peliq research is urgently needed. 
12. Vhfle deve%opment assistance~ fa the forestry sector has expanded 
rapidly over the put frw years, still only five per. cant of the total 
or some US$66 million per year, goes into research, according to FM's 
most recent enquiries. By coupuisox~~ the pacenuge of total 
rgricultuxal assistance (excluding techxafcal urLstance grants) that 
vent to research and training fncreaaed from around four per cem ia 
1977-78 to nine pamem in %9% (%A0 1986). ff the same percentage of 
forestry aid vme iato rosearch and rPafning as fw the ease of 
agriculture, the level of annual sssismnce would be on the order of 
USSIOO-110 million. Such an expwfon would be reasonable, given the 
size and critical uature of the problems and the poor state of knovled~ 
on how to eonfront them. e 
13. Uithout added lnvastment, the existing global tropical forestry 
research system vi11 lack the capocfty to generate the infowatfon 
needed to implement &e ZAP. The poor sute of the research syseam M-~ 
recognized in 1981 vhen the Uorld Congress of &e Intematfonal kfon c 
Foresay Research Organizations (RYFRO) called for re-assessmen of 
research prforftfes amd strengthening of tropical forestry research. 
The urgency of the fssue has grown since then. fn 1987, this Ied doa~?z 
and aed.on organixatioms, both governmenti and nongoverxmentaf, to cal 
for an assessmen of the problems and opporCu&tles, and for a high- 
lme% foam of donors, rutiond lra&rs and scientists to consider the 
alternatives for actioa. The present report summarizes the called-for 
assessment: the second Bellagio forestry meeting in November 1988 
provides an initial few for discussi.on and decisions comersling 
appropriate strategy and action to expand tropical forestry research. 
, 
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D.. ORCMZATiON OF THE REPORT 
IL. In section II. priority research needs and opportunities are 
identified in Light of the problems which need to be addressed and the 
promising areas of research as evidenced by current research activity. 
Continuity with past and current activity is emphasized, recognizing 
that future expansion and improvement of the global tropical foresrry 
system should be evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, and should 
build on existing strengths in national and international research 
organizations. The emphasis should be on investment in actual research; 
investment in institutions vould be justified’only if required to 
develop, implement and co-ordinate research needed to underpin TFAP 
activities. 
15. Section III provides an ovewiev of the capacity and shortcomizgr 
of the existing global tropical forestry rcscareh system to meet the 
needs identified in section II. Emphasis is given to the adequacy of 
the human, physical and financial resources available anc! to the 
adequacy of rhe organitacfon and nanageaenc of such resources in see:Fzg 
research obj ec:ives and needs. 
16. Finally, section IV provides a recommended strategy and plan of 
action for addressing the problems identified in section III, and for 
expanding research in the key opportunity areas identified in 
section 11. 
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, II. POTENTIAL GAINS FROM 
RESEARCH 
17. Tropical forest research needs have been assessed by FAO, the 
Uorld Bank, IUFRO, the International Council for Research on Agro- 
Foresery (ICRAF) , the Rockefe%%er Foundation, and regional and national 
organizations. These assessmenu, togaeher with the results of the Task 
Force’s questionnaire sumey and its widespread consultations, have been 
used to develop the potent1a.k and priorities for research presented in 
this section. 
18. Reducing lengthy "shopping lists" of research topics down to a 
systemtie, focused set of ptiorities for expanded investment is an 
~S&.UXS process, involving a great deal of eonsu~tation, discussion and 
evalua%ion. However, the Task Force considered Lt a necessary process 
in order to avoid a past tendmcy in forestry research to disperse 
limited resources over too many research areas. Agricu$turol research 
experience has demonstrated the benefits of concentrating resources in a 
limited number of areas with high potential payoff. 
P l?* The present aestion revievs key areas of research wki.ch have 
sontrfbuted in the past, and could contribute in the future, to 
achieving objectives for each of the four TFAP areas of oppor=zCzy 
listed in section I. These areas are: forests and trees in land use 
and their role in achieving food security; trees and energy seeuriey; 
6 
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industrial forest+; and ecosystem conservation and the maintenance of 
biological diversity. Research to address these opportunity areas has 
to be integrative, involving physical, biological and social science 
researchers working together. 
20. The presentation for each area also includes capsule descriptions 
of research findings (in italics) which varrant further testing and' 
shoufd be pursued in additional cases. 
. . 
21. Within this area of opportunity, research needs to deal with four 
main types of situations: 1) integrated upland vatershed management; 
2) integrated arid zone land-use management: 3) farm-level agro- 
forestry: and 0) the role of natural forests in meeting food and other 
basic needs. There is overlap betveen the four, but from a research 
point of view they tend to be dealt vith separately. 
&land watershed manaecmew 
22. The TFA.P identified some 32 developing countries vith serious 
problems of upland watershed degradation. Kore than 150 million 
hectares are involved, and the area is groving daily. An estimated GO0 
million farmers dounstream from the degraded lands are being affected 
adversely by soil erosion. In many areas, more than 70 per cent of food 
crops are produced on irrigated lands. Irrigation often depends 
directly on the capacity of dams receiving vater from upland watersheds 
to deliver that vater at the right time and in the right amounts. AS 
erosion increases, so does the rate of siltation of the dam reservoirs. 
The costs involved -- both due to increased maintenance,and crop losses 
ww are tremendous in many areas. Food security is compromised. 
23. Research is needed to understand the interdependence of forescry, 
agriculture and energy-related interventions in upland vatersheds. some 
useful vork has been done. 
, 
)* Singh, Banday and Tiwari (1984) documented 
these inter-relationships for two Rimalayan 
villages. They found that animals accounted 
for more than 70 per cent of rota% energy 
input into the farming system. Beyond this, 
the animals themselves depended on the forest 
for 87 per cent of their fodder. To sustain 
the existing system, more than five hectares 
of forest were needed per family, uhile the 
actual forest available was slightly over 
one hectare. This situarion is repeated in 
thousands of villages throughout the 
Himalayan region. 
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+t &mar md Hocchkiss (1988, in press) show 
hers the progressive encroaehmene of 
eufefvacion into forested ueas forces women 
and ocher members of faze f&lbes co walk 
ippereasing dlstazxces to gather fuelwood end 
fadder from trees. This reduces the time 
&a ehep can work on 6bPeir fanzs and reduces 
farm producefvfcy. As a resuftr famiffes are 
forced ixz+o a further utmsfon of uea under 
crops co produee enough food, perpecuacing a 
dowmwz-d spfrd of decrwiag output from both 
uabfe and forest ueas. 
2t. Huch more of this type of work is needed in order to provide the 
information on vhich to base strategies and plans for poPicy and profec 
level-interventions. Cmo basic causal relationships are better 
understood, then research is needed to design the most effective 
interventions to put upland dve%fers on a more sustrinsble footing. 
Among the innovations to consider are the devebopmeat of stall feedizs 
of. Livestock vith increased en-farm fodder production, intensificatiez 
of range management, breeding programmes which increase tree fodder 
production e amd improved harvesting approaches. ‘The uftisate objestiv. 
is to increase productivity and tc reduce erosion and dovnstream damag- 
+* Pauda;r (1982) has shwn &e great variation 
i.n production of d.ry +rter in d%fferenc 
fedder spzios, whf&, in &s Ximdayan 
region varies frum as Low as five izo seven 
kflogramies co as high as 50-90 kilogrammes 
amxzally per tree. There are significant 
implfcatfons in terms of tree selection and 
selection of provenances for given species. 
+* Uork bg Flenm.bg (1983) indicates chat 
improved hanesting and management practices 
can increase signifieancly cSe yields from. 
grass and forest grazing lands in Nepal. . 
For exampLe, &e increase was from 1,200 co 
6,OOQ kUogrames per hectare per yeu for 
grasslands and from 3,008 60 6,000 kilo- 
gramas per hectare per year for Zorest lands. 
25. Research also la documeneing the linkages betveen upland vatershe 
management activities and effects dcwnstrerPP. The types of inter- 
relationships imvolved are s-rized in.Figure 1 on the next page. AS 
indicated, the affects of vatershed management interventions can go faz 
beyond linkages vith agricu%ture and food security. They relate to 
.heaPth, txansportaeion, energy productiow, and so forth. Implied Fs th 
I need for a systems approach in researching watershed management inter- 
relationships. Some examples of useful past research indicate the :)~e 
of information which is needed for decision making: 
Figure 1: Impacts of Watershed Management 
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* Researchers have developed a~ method of 
predicting the influence of trees upon land- 
slides (Hawley 29881. Reforcscacion can 
reduce shaPlow soif lmds%iding by mt least 
70 per cent. The occu.rreace of Land-slides 
dramaticalfp increased when fores axeas 
were converted to pastures; over 60 per 
eext of the convermd areas had PandsPfdes. 
Productivity on &ese fandslfde areas was 
reduced by 20 per cent CO 30 per cent for 
over 80 years folfoviag the %andslfdes. 
crascruxn seal. t 2984.) This research did 
noe foPPow tie effects downstream -- although 
research e%rewhere suggests &zag Landslides 
chae oemr into channels are major sources of 
sedimene eo downstream areas.. 
w AdhLil (1984) reports 18 per cenr, 20 per 
0 ~e.nf, amd 17 per cent reduccfoms in peak 
monehly bunoff, amup% sedfmeax trampert, 
and peak awnchfy sedimens eranspore, 
respetzivePy, caused by improved fanning, 
terracing, and tree pfarxdag &a tile So10 
votershed on Java, Indonesia. 
** Wiersm (1984) studied surface erosion 
races under differem mgro-forestry syseems 
ia Javap Indonesia; This led go better 
undersmnding of the role of trees. in 
combinaeion wieh crops, ia prozeecing the 
soif. Soil surface umxngemem was 
reoommnded -- trees without soil sonservacion 
measures beneach cfiem will noe adequately 
sonerol erosion e 
26. Thete fs a critical need for more researsh on :Re economics 0% 
watesrhed menagemene. A review of avafl&Te approaches has been 
.produced by FAO (Cfegarren gt a, 1987). FAO also has produced an 
ovemiev of fncencfve mechanisms for encouraging sustainable land uses 
by upband watershed dwellers (de Camfno f9g7). More research on 
incentives is needed. 
27. Besertfficrtion is a growing problem which neede significane 
research, since %t affects the lfvea of millions of peopla. In Africa 
alena, an estimaeed 60 millfon hatares of rangelands are desertified, 
and &a lives of more than 80 oillfon peop%e .-te affected. T%e 
iqortanct of trees and woody shrubs to the livelihood of dry zone 
dwellers has been documented through the work of many researchers. Vo 
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Haydell (1988) and Le Houerou (1988) have summarized the state of 
knovledge in this area. Trees have a significant role to play in the 
dry zones in terms of fuelvood, foods and medicines, and fodder 
supplies. For example, trees and vood shrubs account for about one 
third of the dry-vcather feed of lfvestock in the Sahelian/Sudanian 
zone. , 
28. Knovledge about sustainable land-use options for the dry zones is 
limited. As in the case of upland vatersheds, research is urgently 
needed to understand better the interrelationships betveen forestry, 
agriculture and energy in the dry zones. Such information is needed to 
design more effective strategies and actions to increase the 
productivity of the dry zones and to develop policies for their 
protection a5 population pressure increases. 
29. Some promising research is in progress which needs to be expanded 
and replicated in different parts of the dry zones of Africa, Asia and 
Latin America. 
H Openshaw World Bank 1986) summarizes 
rhe porentfal of improved management of 
natural savannah woodlands to contribute 
co tree fodder and fuelwood needs in the 
Sudan. Research has shown chat, in many 
cases, application of simple management 
techniques, such as control of harvest 
and burning, can more than double 
sustainable outpurs from less than one 
to two cubic mecres per hectare per year 
(Uincerboctom and Hazlcvood, 1987). 
Costs can be very low, creating cosr- 
effectfve management opportunities. 
Similar results have been demonstrated 
for Niger and ocher countries. 
** FAO’s project on genetic resources of 
rhe arid zones, focussing on woody 
species, is a worldwide effort. The 
initial eight countries involved 
colPecrcd seed, explored natural ranges 
of species (mainly Acacia and Prosopis 
species) conserved stands on sire, 
evaluated materials, did field trials 
and made seed available to ocher 
countries. Over rhe years 1980-1987, 
a tocal of 281 well-documented seedlors 
(provenances) of 43 species were explored, 
and seed distributed for resting and 
conservation. Kork was undertaken in at 
least one institution in some 17 Countries. 
The pocenrial yield gains from use of results 
of this work are significant. 
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3Q. Technologies for improved productivity and sustained management c 
taasural savannah voodlands and plantations in the dry zones are 
understood better than the policy reforms and socio-economic changes 
needed to get such technologies widely applied. There is an urgent ne 
for more policy and social science research to understand both the 
requirements of local inhabitants anti the types of policies and 8 
incentives to l neouragr improved land use. 
3%. Large-scale success in moving tovard more rusuinabbe land use tI 
the dry zones vilf require systema approaches and vi&spread policy 
reforms in a number of sectors. 
32. Lamprey (1978). for exadple, has looked at the causal factors 
involved in desert encroachment in Northaw Kenya; as indicated in 
Figure 2 on the next page. the causal linkages include a complex array 
0% social, pofitical, economic and technological factors. Research is 
needed to provide insight into the potential effeerivenasa of 
altema6ive strategies. Qf particular importance is policy/socio- 
economics research on commbn property management issues. A summary of 
specific research problems is provided in a,'recene proceedings of a 
meeting on cormnon property resource management (U.S. Na+ionaP Research 
Colaneil 1985). 
~ 33. Agro-borestry is a coP%eetfve name i&r a11 land-use systems and 
practices in which voody perennials are deffberate$y grown on the same 
land management unie as crops and/or animals. Kis can be either in 
some form of spatial arrangement or in a time sequence (X.undgren 1987) 
3k. There is vtdespread understanding of the role of trees in farmi?rL 
systems, .both from &e reau%te of research and. from anecdotal experieF 
expressed through indigenous Icnovfedge systems. If trees alvays 
complemented agriculturaf crops, there vould be less urgency for an 
expanded research programme. Hovever, because trees also comye:e vi2-i 
agricu%tural crops and livestock produc+ion %or space, vater =-.2 -- 
nuerients, it fs critical that research be expanded so that tk.5 
complementaritfes and competitive relationships can be better known an 
t&m ineo aecaune in pOannfng and management. 
35. 'The variety of vays in vhich trees can contribute within a. farzfr 
system is great, as indicated in Ffgue 3 on page 14. The benefits cc' 
come from improvements in crop productivity, in livestock productiow o. 
control, and/or in fncooe from sale of tree produces or savings due to 
shift to consumption of home production. 
, 36. Uhile agro-forestry has been practised for centuries in th 'tropics. it is only recently that it has been subgeceed CO major 
scientific fxwestigation by organizations~ such as ICRAF, CATfE. FhO am 
various ocher regional and national research institutions. A more 
concentrated effort is needed to expand quantitative analytical researc 
12 
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Figure 2: Some Causal Factors in Desert Encroachment in Northern Kenya 
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Figure 3: On-Farm Benefits ff rorn Trees in the Farming System 
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on agro-forestry, in contrast vith the descriptive vork vhich has 
dominated the field in the past. There it a need to focus on 
quantification of the physical-biological inter-relationships involved 
in different agro-forestry systems in different agto-climatic 
environments. 
39. Agro-forestty research on this topic has, in some cases, produ'ced 
extremely useful information: 
CAIIE.(Enrfquez 1983) researched 
combinations of pasture and various tree 
species, such as Cordia alliodorq and 
nitrogen-fixing mthrina eocmtpeiana. 
The presence of Erychrina resulted in a 70 
per cent increase in total grass and 
protein production. Other similar studies 
exist. 
* Kang and Wilson (1984) have researched 
alley cropping in Nigeria, involving 
productfon of maize inter-cropped with rows 
of LqucaU . Haize yields 
were consistently higher when Leucaena 
prunings were maintained on the fields. 
When nirrogen was added in additfon to the 
prunings, yields increased even further. 
38. Additional research is needed before moving into major programnes 
of extension and diffusion of technologies. One practice which is a 
clear candidate for further research, both because of the posi:ive 
results documented by past research and because of the tremendous 
potential, is the astabllshment of shelterbelts: 
++ A well-docurnenred case is the shelterbelt 
programme in the haijja valley of Niger. 
Use of windbreaks resulted in an average 17 
per cent increase in cotal crop yield, 
despise the fact that land was taken out of 
crop production for growing rhe shelterbelts. 
In addition eo the protection benefits, the 
shelterbelts provide fuelwood estimated at 
52 cubic acmes every four years per linear 
kilometre of windbreak, and fodder estimated 
at four tons every four years per linear 
kilometre of windbreak) (Rorison and Demison 
1986, and Long and Dennison 1986). 
P 
* Research by El-Lakany (1986) and others in 
Egypt has demonstraced yield increases as 
high as 67 per cent for maize grown uith 
windbreak protecrion. Protection benefits 
vary widely by craps. 
i 
*) Famsworih (1876) has researched the 
effects of shade or shelter crew and found 
chae catele with access to shelrer gained 
676 grawes per day, while the conerol 
group (without shade) only pied 072 
grames per day. Sim.iParly, research has 
found chat, under high temperatures, milk 
yields increase when catefe have access to 
shade. 
, 
39. There also is a need for aorm &snarch oa the l sonomics of agro- 
foreary syseama so the benefiu and cost0 to farmers can be better 
understood and taken into ~ccaunt in designing programmes. Some recene 
ffmdfngs: 
# 
Ameld (1988) reviewed sefected rese.&h OR 
agrc-forestry from ma l con0a.k pdnc of 
viev. Re considered the infbxence of 
reloeive karci~y of factors of produccien 
cm farmers' decfsions and found &at &hey 
ofmn mxinzize reeunzs Co lobour fnpuc 
r8ther tfira capied. Oftnn &is is because 
ehe oppornazicy cxwt of f&our is high, and 
tree growing cakes less labour aad involves 
wre flexible timing. 
Duees @or.ld Bank 1986) researched how 
farmers in parts of Kenya are sod% efcmed by 
avaflobiliry of capful and f&mar. $a 
areas where fmbour is scarces tree growing 
may cake place vhere the rem per heceue 
are lower than from ocher crops, but the 
roerams to labour are some $0 per CQZZ~ 
graaeer than frvm maize produstfon. Reduced 
risk also enfznred rho pfccure. 
Research at C'IE shovs chat bemrns co 
farnero cm &e wre than mice u high when 
purepasaremitnagemne usisgp~ss fences is 
changd Copaseuremanagemem using living 
fmsns with clumps a? erees scateared 
ehrou@oue tfir puttar (personal 
coemamfueftm from R. de Amino). 
Anderson (1987) carried eu6 deeailed 
resureh on the economies 0% fmdef-p-se 
era8 species in Nigeria. I%8 results 
indfcsee that races sf rerun caa increase 
from 7.4 co Pd.9 per etuxc when soil 
D 
conservarfon beneffrs are included in 
addition to vood and fruit benefits in dgro- 
forestry comp&ents, and from 6.7 CO 21.8 
per cent vhen shelterbelt soil conservation 
benefits are added Co wood benefits (poles 
and fuelwood) alone. 
40. Anderson suggests three key areas for future research: 
1) measurement of crop yield in sheltered vs. unsheltered areas; 
2) measurement over time of the influence of shelterbelts on soil 
nutrients and soil erosion; and 3) more intensive analysis of economic 
returns to investment in shelterbelts. 
41. Basic to all of this agro-forestry management research is the 
underlying need for a strong programme of research on tree selection, 
seed supply, and tree improvement and estqblishment techniques. 
Although useful vork has been done in these areas, much more is needed. 
Some results so far: 
Research has shown chat great gains in 
productiviey can be made simply by' 
idcneffying and selecting the seed source 
amst.adapeed to a planting locality. In 
provenance trials in Nigeria with Eucalvatus 
~maldulensig ehe best provenance had a mean 
annual incremk of 17.3 cubic metres per 
hectare, while the pooresr only had 5.1 
cubic mecres (FAC 1979). In the Congo and 
Brazil, the yield of eucalyptus plantations 
has been increased by up to 80 per cent by 
selectrfon of the best seed sources (Chaperon 
1978; Brune and Nobel 1981). FAO, CT-, 
DANIDA and other groups have eseablished 
seed procurement systems around the world 
which-aim at improved seed selection, 
exchange and distribution. 
** Research in India by Pachak and Patil 
(1982) found chat the difference in forage 
produceion berueen the best and worse. 
provenances of Leuceena 1eucoceDhalq over a 
three-year period was around 70 per cent. 
, 
++ Huch useful work on nitrogen-fixing trees 
has been done by various countries (Senegal, 
Egypt, China) and various groups including 
CTFT/ORSTO~, NFTA, IITA, FAO and orhers. 
Dommergues (1987) indicates the imporrance or' 
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research in this area. Certain trees cm fix 
significant awunes of nitrogen in the humid 
tropics, substituting at hdst pdrtidlly for 
purchased nitrogen fertilizers or providing a 
source where access co fertfltters is limited. 
+* Ia the Tree Seed Cdnere programme for 8 
developing eounsrfes of Auseralfa*s CSIRO. 
esefmpees verb wde of cho value of timber 
dtzd ueds likely to bo planeed with improved 
seed fa sine developing couatrf es. FkunCidl, 
ineeznal rates of recurs oa iacrnmsncdl 
investment in the wst prodactive seeds vere 
cdlcufated (Deveiopmme Digese %988). Ihey 
ranged from 22 per cent in Laso&o co over 80 
per cane de Dungmap, Chi.na. fn addition co 
ffwanefal beaefics from timber, oeher benefits 
Lrxcluded improved tree form, earffer harvest 
possibf%feies, reduced mdL~tenmce, and 
iaprovemencs in agro-forestry and soil 
conservdrfoa resul Es - 
ect contr&&ons of forests rp food sumlies gnd food 
-. 
42. In some parts of the vorl8, paopfe ;ely entirely on the forest fa 
food. &my foresg d.wef%etr &x.&n aearly a%& their proeein from wfLd 
animal amd fish meat; frdte, nuts, roots aad oe.hir edible products maL 
up &e rest of thdr diets. Hany forest food products, such as frufzs, 
mushrooms, nuts and honey are hanested and commercially marketed, 
providing sources of employneat and income for ma1 people. 
+rc Research by Do~Jeazmi (2978 u cited in 
Falconer 1987) SOW& C&UC h ebme L?Cdyd%i 
region of ehe Penwiaa Amazon, some 85 per 
cent of mimal protein consumed came from 
wild game and fish. Sfmildr results were 
obtdfned fn a sclsdy of the forese from 
Botswana (Buqnskf 1970). 
43 . Papers from a recent FAO meetfng on forestry for food production 
and srcaarfty pro&h background on the subject and kuphasize the urgewe 
need for additional research fn th%s area (cf. Falcoaer 1987; Arnold an 
Falcmer 1987). Ufldlife management research aad species identificatis 
and utflizatfon research are me&d to improve the contributions of 
forests to food security. 
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B. THE CONTRISUTION OF TREES TO ENFRGY SECURITY 
44. Uorldwide concern about the fuelwood crisis affecting millions of 
the world's poorest people arose in the 1970s. The sifuation has since 
become far worse. At present, well over 100 million persons live in 
situations of acute fuelwood scarcity. Some 1.3 billion experienc: 
hardship because of lack of readi&y available fuelwood and the high cos: 
of switching to more commercial fuels such as kerosene. 
ri5. Experience from the 1970s and early 1980s suggests that an 
appropriate strategy to AttACk the fuelwood problem in developing 
countries should involve: 
i) selective encouragement of use of substitute fuels, 
partfcuLarPy in urban areas; 
if) conservation of fuelwood through improvements in wood-burning 
stoves , cooking habits and so forth; and 
iii) increased development of new fuelwood resources. 
Expanded reSeArCh is needed to support selection of appropriate 
ACtiOnS in eAch Of thASA Areas. Past experience indicates that the 
needed research -- particularly on policy And economics issues -- must 
be co-ordinrted and integrated with research on non-vood energy in the 
context of national energy policies and strategies. 
yse of substitute fuels 
46. In many parts of the world, crop residues and animal dung are 
burned for fuel instead of being put back into the soil to enhance 
productivity, or being used for Animal feed, contour bunding, roof 
thatching and so forth. Enough research has been done on this subject 
(cf. Foley 1987. LAG 1988) to indicate thAt burning dung sometimes makes 
no difference and in other cases a critical difference in terms of crow 
productivity losses.. Similarly, the opportunity cost of using crop 
residues for fuel rather than other uses varies widely with the 
situation. 
47. Thus, sound general prescriptions are not possible without more 
research to document the costs and benefits Associated with dung and 
crop residue burning. 
48. Policy research is needed to document effects of existing energy 
substitution policies and to help design more effective policies. Pas: 
research has indicated how variable the impacts of A given type of 
policy can be: 
* An IL0 study in 1987 showed rhar subsidy 
policies to encourage substirurion 
of kerosene for wood-based fuels were very 
effective in Addis Ababa, frhiopia; some 60 
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P 
per cent of the populrLion shifted to 
kerosene within four years. On the ogher 
hand, a World Bank household energy studp 
in 1919 shoved &at &I SaegAf it YAS the 
mBre affLmnc urban households who benefitted 
faxa the ermprigxa hftfrted ia 1974 es 
encourage subreieu+farm of bumno for vood- P 
based charcoal. Ae the Ntfenrz favd, inero- 
duefort of lfqufd propma gas led to srvfngs 
ef only &out 16-17,000 tons of charcoal 
AZZUWU~, ofrer 23 pears of promeefon and 
subrfdfratfon. T&o impat on forest 
coxzsenArion his been rpfnimal. 
+* Economics research by Rafche aad Caqor 
(1986) shows Chmc drying coffee in Csst~ 
Rico vi& electriciejv lo ahot six rimes - 
and using diesel fuel fs chzee co four 
6imes a mar% expensive ehup using wood. 
This type of reoe8rch has signifieatx 
dfrecc fmplfcrtforu for fuefvood and ocher 
energy mukacs and indirect implfeatfoas for 
polfcfas on forest proeeecfon and eaergy 
in Corm Rfcr. 
f&lvoad comwaefon .- stove rrsee 
49. be Of improVed vood And ehAreOAl- burning stoves with existing 
technology could quite eAsiPy result in savhgs in wood* fuel consumptie 
of some 20 to 30 per cent. However, axparlance over the past decade or 
so indicrtes thAt teChniCA possibilitier Are not l nOUgh t0 StintdAte 
Ad%ptfOZl Of tt@V StOVI taChIlOlOgi8s. People hAve a prrfarence for their 
tKAditi%RA~ cooking metho&; designs Aze noe Approptfote for loca% 
environments ond economies ; OK ecarzs May be too high. Ghotever the 
reasons o adoption rates for -roved wood stoves have been 
disAppointingly Low. Socio%ogical Amd l conoa&c resertch are needed co 
better understand the bAXTierS And to provtde informtion on vhich co 
base SsrAtegies And programmer for improved stove production And 
adc8ptiom. 
50. 1P%8 third element in A co-ordinated wood-energy strategy is 
iner8ASAd produCtion of fue1woOd. Ecperienfze his shown that problems 0; 
fuelwood scuefty cannot be Addressed As AX% $SOlAted problem. Rather 
they must be tackled primarily vichfn the broader context of she role o; 
forests and traer in rural producxfon syrtemS. Among other thingo, thi- 
CAR help take pressures off fragile natural forests and woodlands and 
tiintain their import&t conservaefon and vatershed management 
fuIlctioTm. 
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51. Many of the key problems associated with rural fuelwood production 
on farms and common property lands in developing countries relate to 
economic incentives and land and tree tenure. There is a need for more 
research on these issues. Fortmann and Rfddell (1985) have reviewed 
studies dealing with tenure issues, and Dewees (1987) and Foley (1987) 
have reviewed the economics issues. A key issue relates to appropriate 
government pricing policies and how they affect tree groving and 
harvesting behavior. 
52. Further investigation is needed of the number of options for 
increasing sustainable production of fuelwood from natural forests and 
woodlands, in agro-forestry systems, and in plantations and farm 
voodlots. 
** Winterbottom and dlazlevood (1987) have c 
summarized research being undertaken in the 
Cussclbodi forcse in Niger. This research 
has shown that simple, low-cosr management 
techniques in the natural forest, such as 
early burning and careful riming of lopping 
and felling, can produce three cubic mcrres 
of fuelwood per hectare per year, or roughly 
six times the yield char ts generally 
assumed for unmanaged forests. At the same 
time. a number of other products result 
(gums, fodder,, medicines). 
C. ~PANSXON OF SUSTAI??ABL.E FOREST INDUSTRY DEVELOPVEryT 
53. Forest-based industries -- both small and large-scale -- can 
benefit local and national economies by generating employment and 
income, by providing inputs to other sectors of the economy, and by 
generating foreign exchange. However, forest depletion in many 
countries seriously threatens the supply of both vood and non-wood 
resource5. This is due to destruction and over-exploitation of natural 
forests, inefficient use and wasteful harvesting practices, and 
inadequate investment in forest management amd reforestation. 
54. As a result, several countries that vere major exporters of 
industrial vood (such as Nigeria and Thailand), are now faced with 
increasing import bills for manufactured forest products. In 1985, 
developing-country imports of fndustrial forest products exceeded 
US$lO billion. This figure will more than double by the end of the 
century unless steps are taken to reverse current trends. 
55. Many developing countries have sufficient land and suitable 
p ecological conditions to meet their domestic industrial wood needs at a 
significantly lower cost than the alternative of increasing imports. 
Major research needs relate to improving natural forest management and 
use, establishing plantation forests, and promoting appropriate and 
sustainable small and large-scale foresr-based industries. 
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a ura 1 forest manaqement and eoncesston uoliciep 
56. Loss than five percent of productive closed forests in the czoQ! 
fs managed. Although beeter use needs to ba made of past research co 
improve and expand natural forea aunagement, both technkal and polb 
research in this area have been seriously neglected. d 
57. Mu& remains to be learned about the technical end economic 
v%abflfcy of nanttal fores+ managem8nC systems fn the tropics. Fores 
management research should focus mara directly OP natural regeneratio 
and gerpetuatfoa of high-valw species, and on fqroved harvesting 
systcrpo to increase efficiency and reduce logging d23mage. A major me 
is for research on appropriate concession and pricing policies for 
eropieal foresery. 
* A reecne stfldfp by VRI (Rcpc~ro 1988) 
scveals &at. in Indonesia, Sabab/Halaysia. 
Ghana and Chc Phflfppkms, gotwmzzcnt 
peliczics on forare rc~emze sysmms and vood- 
processing induscx%cs provP%dcd strong 
cco~om%c fnecntfvcs, vh%eh Ied to l cecleratcd 
rates of forest deplecfon a& rubscaxcial 
losses of gov~mmeac ccvcmm, due co lack of 
adrquac8 rcnr capcure from concessionaires. 
%&8@ UCO!lOlSiC LOSS8S dUe t0 eh8SS POfiCiUS, 
ia addition ro otpfe~ soeio% and cnvironmcnfa1 
impaecs, arc cmonaous. 
58. Priority areas for policy research include site-specific 
assessmanes of the need and scope for pol.icy reform to promore sound 
management of forest resources. inehiing: (1) th8 level and stru~tuz 
of timber royalties and ocher charges; (2) other forest concession 
- -policies, sue%% as the duraciors of concessions, area lisence fees, agad 
harrpesting prescrfptions; and (3) the ma&-offs bemeen policies to 
promote log exports or domestic processing. 
59. Past emphasis on timber production from natural forests oftem h: 
obsaared the fac6 that there are hundreds of other products which earn 
sustainably hmestcd from trop%caf forests. AdditionaP research ts 
rm%ded CO study th8 OppOttevlitieS for IUI'Iag8m8nt of ruEural forests f, 
non-timber produets such as foods, medicines, gums, ocher extraets SW 
as chicle, barks, tines and so fotih. 
* B8swn.h by Andcrsrs ce d (1987) 
doeumantcd ckc sfgnificanc ~onom.fs and 
eso%ogfcal rofco tic eh8 namrally 
scseu~ing babasfu paLm (O&i=%3 sm.) plays 
in ehc !larcnho seam of Brazil. Some 66 
per ccne of eoea% cash and non-cash inneemc 
i2-z &ire8 munfcipios of Haranhao came frcm 
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babassu products during the peak harvest 
period of October to December. This has 
policy implication+ in terms of protection 
and management. Findings also led to 
management guidelines for rhe palm areas. 
* Repetto (1988) notes that non-wood forest 
products brought in US$120 million in 1982 
in Indonesia. Uost of the associated 
harvesting and production activity involved 
emplopent fn local economies, whereas much 
of the vood export value was retained by 
t&bar companies as profits. 
Jndustrial ulantationq 
60. Achieving the dual objectives of reducing pressures for natural 
forest exploiration while meeting industrial wood needs vi11 require 
accelerated establishment of industrial forest plantations. A 
concentrated reseakh effort is needed in two major areas: (1) tree 
selection and breeding to improve grovth and yield, disease resistance, 
and other characteristics; and (2) management strategies to improve the 
sustainability of large-scale plantations of fast-growing species in the 
humid tropics, particularly in terms of ecological impacts on soil and 
water resources. 
61. Some major successei already have been achieved in terms of 
selection and breeding of fast-growing species. 
** Research in Nigeria. already mentioned in 
paragraph 61, studied different provenances 
of gucalmtus camaldulensu . This has shovn 
mean annual increments varying from 5.1 cubic 
metres per hectare for the worst provenance 
to 17.3 for the best provenance (FAO 1979). 
* Genetic improvement research over the past 
15 years in EratiP has resulted in doubling 
eucalyptus yields from 33 to 70 cubic metres 
per hectare per year (Aracbut FloresraP). 
+j Research has contributed in a major way to 
the five-fold increase in rubber yields 
achieved in Malaysia since 1920. 
The esrimated rate of recum on investmenr 
in rubber tree research in Ualaysia is 22 
per cent (Pee 1977). 
* A programme of eucalyptus selecrion and 
breeding initiated in the early 1950s by 
CTFT in the Congo has led CO improved 
commercial planrarions char are planned ro 
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produce several million cubic metres of 
wood per year. mainly for pulp and paper. 
Hean annual grovth per hectare is tn the 
25-60 cubic mecre range (L. hquet, personal 
cwmunicaefon). 
+* QFZ has promoeed worldwide distribution 
atad use of Central American eropiel pines 
through its research necvork. f’Brough tie 
necvork, OFZ has heLped cofhce. dfserfbute, 
tea, ad evabat various genetic seocies of 
these pines. By udzazzging seed, sundard- 
iring experimaneal design, and devefoping 
iafo.rmaeion syseems, the neework has en&Led 
coumrfes to me& the genet%tz maferfa1 to a 
rice, thereby increasing plantation yields. 
62. Policy saLIdies also are needed in the area of plantation foresty.- 
patsicularly regarding incentive policies and ffnanctng mechanisms G.SC 
fn different sewtries. Some work already has been carzied out in thi: 
area, bug more is needed. EDB has recently completed-a reviev of 
research in thfs area (IkCaughey aad Cregersen 1988). 
*+ Sara Crus (f9d8) researched be Chflem 
forerery fnceneives pr~graruw (Law 703) and 
concluded that the financfal races of return 
cm m growing are, on average, 
a hdgh enough wifbxze Ltxsatfves ee aefa=aee 
imesm8at. IG3m!vor, when Law 70% was 
passed. ehere were high risks and 
unceruintdes surrounding investmax ix 
pino growing, pad partfcufulp a lack of 
secure mrkees and lfqufdf~ of such invest- 
mane over ehe first years. ITze developmene 
of ehe major Chilean pine upore business 
would likely have beea delayed a nuder of 
years without the incentives to ease the 
hrden of risk and tmcertafiaty. 
63. A crfeicrl area requiring further research is that of the 
suatainabfffcy of incanaive planucion foresrry in the tropics. V-Y 
1ittl.e sound informaelon ou tkm subject is available (Chfjtoke. 1980, 
reviews ava~labfe Ld0rm8tiow)~ The snd%es avaffable do not provide 
cenclusfve ev%dence for more general prescriptions. Pesoarch is needed 
ow the ecological impacts of intensive plantaeion forestry in order eo 
assess and improve fes sustainability. 
, 
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Forest industries and imnraved vood utilization 
61r. Expansion of employment in rural areas is a key concern of mos: 
developing countries. Recent FAO studies of forest-based small-scale 
enterprises (SSE), such as savmilling, furniture-making, wood carving 
and other activities, indicate their significant contributions to rural 
employment and income (Fistsha 1987; FAO 1987). , 
* Research in six countries reporred by 
Ffsseha (1987) indicates thae the 
contribution of forest-based SSEs to total 
SSE employment varies between 13 and 36 
per cent. Their contribution to total 
value added varies between 16 and 67 per 
cent * and to edtal value of production 
from 16 to 69 per cent. In all cases 
forest-based SSEs were one of the more 
important sectors. 
65. The paucity of past research in this area is emphasized in the f.40 
studies. Research is needed to improve understanding of the nature and 
extent of the potential contributions of small-scale forest-based 
enterprises to bff-farm employment and income, and of ways to improve 
their efficiency and productivity. 
66. Significant gains can come from wood utilization research on _ 
making more efficient use of already existing wood supplies. Many 
countries have considerable scope to improve the use of lesser-known 
species, particularly hardwood species, and to make greater use of 
small-sired trees. The more sophisticated wood technologies, such as 
softvood plyvood research and other vood products research, are well 
advanced in industrial countries; they represent areas where temperate 
zone experience can often be adapted readily and quickly to local 
situations and species in the tropics. Available studies indicate that 
rates of return on investment in utilization research can be quite high. 
. 
* Bengston (1986, 1985) found average 
- economic races of return of 19-22 per cent 
for structural particle board research and 
36-60 per cent for lumber and wood products 
research in the United States. Haygreen & 
&, (1986) calculated that public investment 
in all timber utilization research in the 
United States had economic races of return 
between 16 and 36 per cent, depending on 
assumptions used concerning costs co be 
included. (In the lovest rate, 16 per cent, 
all costs of research on timber management, 
forest products utilization, aid forest 
products marketing were included). 
2s 
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+rp Research has permitted Malaysia to increase 
cfae number oispecies it uiu commercially 
from 100 go more &an 654 in 100 timber 
groups (Salleh Hohd. Nor, parsearl 
somxanication) . Similar pzwgress in species 
ueilizacion has been made izz Costa Rica and 
ocher countries. Rasouch fn the 
Philippines, Colombia aad several developed 
countries has vastly inepused the rage of 
speeiu from chm nrtzual cgOpfc8l forest 
which can be utilized fe paper production, 
thus opening up oppornmitfes for productive. 
sustainable use of previously unused resources. 
)* Ten Tears ago, nabberwood wu unkmwn as a 
commercial sp&es in Halaysia. Research on 
species properties, processing, prosection 
and utilfzaeion led &a way to markets for 
rdberwcxsd a As a restAre Halapia exported 
over 258,000 et&is meeu of mbbezwood 
ia 1987 with a value over H$37 tiilion 
(Sallrh Hohd. Nor, persenal c- fcatfon) - 
67. Soma of the dwoloped country techno~ogfes which kghc have rapid 
payoffs in tropbeal countries ch+ot.agh adaptive seseareh Bndude: 
P 
parser backup rolls for veneer productdon, 
which pede higher veneer recovery and 
peding of difficult speefes; 
press drying in paper pvkfng, which uses 
shore fibre hardwoods and consumes less 
enmrg-y; 
wood preservation to overcome decay and 
zendee problems; 
improved wood engineering for cost ravings 
and ocher bexefics in housing production; 
developing uses far lesser-known species; 
waferbeud andotzhe~reconstfm.ttedwood 
products technologies permit use of many 
dffferenc species and treaaPent for fire, 
decay* and inseeg resfsmnee; and 
improved harvesring and transport 
technologies, vhf& can lower costs and 
reduce environmental damage from Logging. 
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D. CONSERVATION AND KANAGFYENf OF TROPICAL FOREST ECOSYSTFX 
68. Tropical forest ecosystems, particularly tropical rain forests, 
are the world's richest source of.plant and animal life and thus a 
critical reservoir of genetic resources. Tropical forests are home to 
millions of indigenous peoples and forest settlers, and provide a v,ast c 
array of wood and non-uood products for subsistence and commercial uses. 
Further, there is growing scientific evidence that tropical forests are 
critical to maintaining the earth's biosphere, including global 
temperature and climate regimes. 
69. Widespread forest clearance is disrupting these ecosystems, 
contributing to the global loss of biological diversity and possibly to 
the process of global warming. Major research needs relate to more 
effective consewation of tropical forest ecosystems through the 
establishment and improved management of conservation areas., together 
with promotion of sustainable land-use systems in and around critically 
threatened forests to reduce pressures for further encroachment. * 
70. AS stressed in the TFAP, many of the solutions for forest 
conservation will have to come from outside the forestry sector. Thus, 
there is an urgent need to strengthen policy research on the linkages 
betveen forestry and other development sectors. This includes improved 
economic analysis to better quantify the social costs of deforestation 
and land misuse in terms of major development objectives of concern to 
decision makers, such as food security, employment creation, and balance 
of payments improvements. 
Understandin conserving and mananing the trooical forest 
71. A first priority is more research to understand the tropical 
forest and its actual and potential contributions to human welfare. It 
is estimated that only about one fifth of the plant and animal species 
in the tropical forests of the world have been identified, and less than 
one per cent have been chemically screened for potential medicinal 
properties. Only about 10 per cent of the plant species found on earth 
have been investigated even in a cursory fashion to assess utilira=ion 
potentials (Miller Dt al 198G). 
, 
+j Uany ochervise obscure insect species in 
the tropics have major economic importance. 
For example, the oil palm (Claeis mineensis) 
is pollinated in the wild h Africa by a 
weevil (aaeidobius kamerunlcus). The oil, 
palm was introduced in rihat is now HaPaysia 
in 1917 without the weevil and thus required 
costly, fnefficient hand pollination. In 
1980-81, the poLLinator was collecred from 
its native habitat in the foresrs of the 
Cameroon and brought co Ualaysia after a six- 
month quarantine; significanr im?rovenenr in 
pollination resulted, wirh the percentage of 
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fruit see increasing by eight CO 28 per cenr. 
titer considering ocher factors of production, 
in is estimated chat the increase in national 
oil palm production could reach 12.3 per cent 
(Salleh Jkhd. Nor personal conmaanicacion). 
The fiqrovement was wtarch some US$SO eo US$bO 
mfflfox ix foreign exchange ix2 the first pear 
doxe (Gaodlmd 1985). 
, 
72. On site protection of tropic81 forests is a prerequisite for 
conserving biological diversity and the germ-plasm brso for many of ou 
impo+at foods snd medicines. Note than 50 per cant of modem 
medicines come from the natural vorld, many of them from tropical 
plants. 
* ‘So major arzrf-cancer coqwunds derive from 
tie periwidcl# pfaa, which onfy occurs 
naaarallg in Hadagasur. Vfch these drqs, 
chore is xow a 99 per cent chance of 
remission in c&fldren sufferizzg from 
fpphoeyeic ledada end a 58 per CMI: 
chaxee of remission from hdgkin’s disease. 
73. Domesticated cropfcrl forest plantr (cacao, rubber, oil pals. 
etc.) are important soukcas of income end -lopane in many parts of 
&a vorld. Throq#ou.t &a develop&q vorld, natieno% wacvorks of 
procecead areas and ehe capaciz-y m manage &ma %$a ganerrl%y %nadaquns 
60 fulf%l this tEas?C, A major consczofne is the peer stzatza sf hewEed% 
of tropical forest acorystrms. 
76. A greatly expanded research affott is neadad to improve 
understanding of the strucmre and functioning of tropical forest 
l sosysamn ) and of the value and role of vood axed non-vood forest 
produtxs in local and national economies. Refo+ad to this is the maad 
for improved mcmitorfng of tropical forest resources. Creacer support 
should be givan to 6he emerging research field of conservation biology 
in order to strengtzhen ies contributions to identifying, designing and 
maxaging conservadon areas. Of primary importance Ls economic rcseazc 
to understand the value of non-timber ou~uts from tropical forests, ;9, 
research to undersmd the long-cem opportltnity costs of clearing 
forests for quick returns from rgrtculeure or Livaseock projeers. 
+* Research by Hechc axd Sdzwarmmn (1988) 
fndicare chat tie costs of rmperarfon of 
Wee millfon~hectues of degraded forest 
land Lx’Acra, Brufl, would be same USS781 
aillion fn dfrecs recuperariox coscs and 
soate US$fSO milfion in extraetive benefirs 
f oragone. 
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A svstems aDDroach to reducinp deforestation 
75. NO single measure vi11 change the momentum of population 
encroachment on tropical forests and the senseless destruction of 
forests for quick, non-sustainable profits. Rather, a systems approach 
is needed which combines both technical and policy research. Hany of 
the types of research discussed in earlier paragraphs will have a direct 
impact on the success of programmes to reduce deforestation. 
76. Among the research topics vhich merit investment, research on 
intensified agro-forestry and forest management to develop sustainable 
farming systems and other appropriate uses of the forest, could help to 
provide the 200 million people living in forest areas with alternatives 
to further forest clearance. In addition, to help relieve outside 
pressures for forest encroachment, policy and technical research is 
needed to develop strategies for establishing buffer zones around 
threatened forests, including: intensifying agriculture on non-fores: 
lands; incorporating trees into farming and pastoral systems; developinS 
small-scale forest-based industries; and establishing plantations on 
degraded, already cleared land. 
77. Inappropriate policies that provide strong incentives for forest 
depletion can ovaruhalm these efforts to protect tropical forests. 
Rasearch.is needed to improve the understanding of policies for forestry 
and other sectors that currently encourage accelerated forest depletion 
-- such as policies related to timber pricing, land tenure, agricuitufal 
settlement, and industrial development. 
E. PRIORITIES BY RESFJQCH FIU 
78. In the first part of this chapter, research opportunities and 
needs are discussed in some detail in terms of helping to resolve major 
issues and to meat opportunities addressed by the TFAP. Concrete 
examples of past research contributions are cited, and promising fields 
for future research are discussed. A great number of promising research 
topics are mentioned. 
79. Hoveve r , vhen one organizes all these topics by research fields, 
five priority fields emerge: 1) agro-forestry and vatershed management: 
2) natural forest ecology and management; 3) tree breeding and tree 
improvement; 4) utilization and marketing; and 5) policy and socio- 
economics. The Task Force recommends these five as priority areas for 
investment. Specific research needs vithin each of the five fieids, 
cross-classified by the four TFAP opportunity areas discussed in 
previous sections, are indicated in Table 1 on the next page and 
s;upmarized on pages 31-36. 
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80. Uhile the research needs listed within each field should be given 
high priority, other tees of research should not be ignored. Each 
specific situation will dictate a unique set o.f specific programme 
priorities. Thus, what follows is not put forth.as a research 
programme, but rather as a list of videspread needs vhich merit 
immediate, expanded investment, based on the past record of research in 
each area and on the Task Force’s assessment of their potential and 
relative importance. 
I 
PRIORITIES BY RESEARCy yum FxmASIS 
F'IELDS. 
1.1 
1.2 Watershed 
Ipanaeemenf 
research 
1.3 
' 2:1 
1. ACRO-FORESTRY AND VATERSHEO U.NACDENT RESEARCH 
era- t 0 estrv 
research 
- tree/food crop interactions (e.g., 
alley cropping) 
- tree/pasture interactions (e.g., 
effects of shade, nitrogen- 
fixation and fodder relationships) 
- shelterbelts (effects on long-term 
productivity of sheltered crops 
and animals) 
- fuelwood production on farms using 
multi-purpose tree species. 
- identification and quantification 
of upstream/downstream, inter- 
relationships 
s effects of alteration of land-use 
practices 
- use of agro-forestry practices to 
reduce erosion 
- options for fuclwood and fodder 
production and improved livestock 
management practices, such as 
stall feeding to take pressure off 
fragile natural forests. 
pN zone woodland 
gianaeement; 
rxsearch 
- low-cost technologies for 
improving sustainable 
productivity of fuelvood, fodder 
and other needed outputs. 
2. NATUUL FOREST ECOLOGY AND MANAGEtENT RESMRCH 
Svecies 
identification and 
classification, 
and ethno- 
botanical research 
- human uses of the various species 
from the tropical fores:. 
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2.2 - stmxture and funstforiing of 
tropical forest ecosystems 
fdmbification, co%lection,4 and 
storage of germ-plum. 
tjiverslry * ‘ 
2.3 wnt for; - integration of sustained yield 
-Y orodw '. management for non-wood products 
with l cosysk conservation and 
maintenance of biological 
divettity. 
2.4 
penstained v?.elq 
wood moduetioq 
- maintenance of forest qualiz:; a~- 
bfo%ogfca% diversicy vichi:: :ke 
natural, managed forest 
- forest fnventory vith remotr 
sensing and monitoring 
- l cofogfcrl foundations for sound 
sustainable management practices 
- research on tree pests and 
diseases 
3 s TREE SEl.ECTION, rpIpBOVRfZNT AND ESTASLISHHENT R.ESEARCE% 
3.1 ~retion a = seed c,o%%ecrion and storage, 
&rovement of species and provenance trials on 
both native and exotic species 
which cm be used vithin agra- 
forestry systems and by rural 
communities in meeeing their has: 
needs. including fuel, fodder, 
food and construction materials 
. - nitrogen-fixing species 
. salt and stress toPeranee in dry 
zones 
3.2 .Selection u 
&tervemen t of 
- specfes adapted to particular 
agro-climatic conditions and 
produce needs 
- continwd work on eucalmts. 
pines, robber and other ue%l-ho& 
prodwets. 
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PRIORITIES BY USWCH 
FIELDS 
3.3 Tree and stand 
establfshmeq 
WIN EXPHASIS 
w establishing trees on adverse 
sites 
- improving nursery practices 
w afforestation and reforestat&on 
technologies 
4.. UTILIZATION AND WRXET RESEARCH 
4.1 -ation of s utilization technologies that can 
Jesser-knowq be widely disseminated and 
boecies and non- adopted by local communities, 
wood nroducts from given their skills, the 
she trouicak availability of labour and other 
fotest relevant factors 
4.2 Research to adaof - to be locally determined 
e.3 &al market - to be locally determined 
studies and 
research on-market 
structures and 
functioning 
5. POLICY AND SOCIO-ECONOMICS RESEARCB 
sa1 mc e 
sectors.to uromote 
reductions 1~ 
deforestatiop 
- to be locally determined 
5.2 p tentials for; 
iiim!A 
go mm nt rent 
sAG!d.w 
warion of 
patural trooical 
forests 
, 
- how to link increased rent capture 
vith improved management to 
increase sustainability of natural 
tropical forest management 
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PRI RIYIES BY RESFARCTJ 
& 
-gives which 
gyow treea 
5.4 mated 
atershed 
iiiiamw 
~es~axsb 
5.5 
$1. 
m mP?IAsrs 
0 effectiveness and efficiency of 
alternative incentive mechanisms 
designed to stimulate local 
partiefpation in tree-grovipg a~= 
soamrvatfon activities 
- systems studies of integrated 
watershed management options to 
reduoe on-site and downstream 
damages from erosion, stream flo= 
alterations and water pollution 
- policy options and incentive 
mechanisms to encourage sound ?a, 
we 
- relation betveen raw material 
supplfes and employment ereation 
The selective namxe of the psiorities discussed here can b6 
%%fu.st~ieed us%xxg policy and sos$o-economke research as an example. 
The Task Form*s 1%~ of prforfties fndfsrted above includes five 
polfcy/socio-eeonomic topics. However, ih total, the Task Force 
eonsfdeted the 68 topics shown in Table 2, which cross-classifies 
poEfcy/socio-economic research nods by the TFM Issue areas and the 
tecomnenriatfons of Bellagfo Forestry I. 'Ihe point to stress here is 
that the Task Force considers each of the 6g listed topies to be 
imporunt uirhfn fu osn context; and each probably could be cowsidere. 
a top prioricy in at least one past of the world. 
82. The policy/socio-economic topics chosen in this section are 
cosuidered to have particularly vfdespread and immedfate relevance to 
the issues addressed by the TFAP. They are considered to be prime 
candfdates fer imnediate investment. These topics are spelled out in 
greater detail fe Table 2 on the next page. 
83. The same logio applies to the choice of topics within the other 
four research f%elds. Reg%onal variations in priorities are indicated 
fn the Task Form Background Papers (see Annex 3). 
P 
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A. Quantifying the 
castm of lazzoa 
1. lacorporatia~ 
Pecouodationm 
for Action into 
National 
Development Plmo 
C. Promting 
CoP.rnity 
Participation 
D. gocourq& 
iaiz 
sector 
iG7Gip.t iom 
E. Introducing 
icy Pal 
Rf!tO~a 
9. Protcctiq 
Tropical Poreatr 
C. Intckrat& 
Poreatry into 
zder Land-Uoc 
iz%zcm, 
11. Monitoris 
--T--- 
Troylc~l _ _ _ - - - _ 
I TPAP ~Pf&lllNfTy AREAS 
1. Porertry and 
Sustainable 
Agriculture 
Cconqlric inter-re Iat ionchipr 
between tree@ and l uatainable 
rariculture 
gencfito end coat* foregone 
Yaterrhed mansgeuent bcnefita 
ltefating TP*P l ctivitica to 
aat ionah dew lopacnt goal@ 
Inrtitutional mcchanirma 
for tncorporrr ion 
Alternative inccnt ive 
Polici8s l nd rechanisrr 
(market l rd non-rarkct) 
Bole of different groups 
Appropriate market policier 
rrd regulatory rechanirma 
Dcvelopislg ertenrion 
capability 
Land u.e regulationa 
Land and tree tenure policica 
Pricing policie* 
Administrative rcforme 
La& rettlerent policice 
Role of agricultural or Iand- 
u*e intcnaitication 
Policita awl administrative 
reform for closer integration 
of forertry and ngriculture 
-------------^---r----- 
1. encQy lamer 
Putcnt iala for 
rubatitute fuel* 
Lffectr of over- 
crploitat ion for 
fuelwood 
Melate fucluood to 
national energy 
plan*, needa, #ourcea 
Lnergy pricing 
policiem 
Alternative incentivco 
Put I conrervat ion 
policies mnd 
prograle• 
Lne rpy pric inI 
policy 
Fuelwood market 
rat ionalirat ion 
Loan* and l ubmidiem 
to encourage action 
Energy pricing 
policies 
Tenure raforr 
Role of governwent 
regu Iat ion and 
rubridiration 
Alternative fuel 
potential* 
Policier regarding 
harwat, e.g., 
ravannah woudianjr 
Energy conmervation 
policies 
Adniuinietrat ive 
co-ordinvt ins of 
cwrgy paliciee wd 
_________-------_--------- 
3. Forest ---- 
*~teaB 
Lnsrea being incurred 
due. to deforestation and 
dcgradrt ion 
Approprtate dtstrlbutton 
of costs 
Agricultural and other 
policies in re Iation to 
forert protect ion goal8 
Quantifying the benet i tr 
of protection to the 
nst ion 
Role of conaervst ion NI;Os 
Agricultural reform 
policies frubridico for 
land rettlerent, etc.) 
Alternative agricultural 
taration policier 
Lmd tenure reforaa 
fluf fcr moue policies 
World community role 
policies regarding 
res.ervea), parks, etc. 
Dcteaaining critical 
minimum .I*= weerw* 
Alternat ivea for 
developing buf fere around 
reserves 
Expawtiug non-destructive 
usem of forests 
-----------------I--------- 
4. Forcrt Industries 
Opportunity costs, e.g., 
irportr VI. dowrt ic 
product ion 
Undcrrtanding the role 
of industry in national 
development 
Role of rmell-scale 
labour-intcncive tree- 
bared indurt ry 
Role of co-operativea and 
local comunity bucincnc 
Eaployment polic iea 
lncent ive’r for 
auntained yield management 
Market retcearch 
Pricing policies 
Sma11-ccale industry 
dcve lopment 
Stumpagc pricing policies 
Concermion policies 
Timber trade policies 
flogs v8. proccaning; 
export, pricing, taxes, 
etc.) - 
Concession policies 
Economics of non- 
dertrwctive, wstaincd 
yie Ld mauageaent 
llanaoniring industrial us.&: 
of foreats with other u~rs 
Suataiuid yield forestry 
areas es buffer zones 
--. 
86. Significant additional invesanent in priority research such as 
discussed in the previous sections has the potential for making major 
contributions to human velfue and to sustaining development efforts fz 
other fields such as agriculture, energy and industrial development. 
is Mossible to estimate in quantitative, monetary texms vhot thbse 
global benefits might amount to over time; however, as indicated 
l arfier, for specific research programmer the economic and finanefaf 
rates of return can be substantial. It is possible to provide a 
qualitative picture of the n8ture and rough ordar of magnftucia of the 
benefits in tmrms of m&err of people potentially banefitting from an 
expanded research programme. 
85. fitxapolating from tha results of past research on tree seleetteL- 
improvement and establfrhment, ft is clear that the potential exists tC 
more than doubfa over the next 15 to 20 years the average productivity 
of trees used in the tropics to produce fuel. Aggressive appEicatisn 
seash research results could benefit-at least 200 to 600 million people 
out of the 3,000 miLlion people who will face acute scarcity or defici 
of fwbood past &m cura of the oentuxy (FAO 1983). 
86.. If research efforts focus on multi-purge+ rather than single- 
purpose fwlwood species, then the gains could be much grsater. For 
example, in the Sahelian and Himalayan regions. people rely on trees % 
a significant soumze of fodder. Ia these areas; the potential exists 
for% some 128 miXlion people to benefit from roved fodder productFen 
in add$rioe to benefitting from fuelwood gains. Exsmp%es cited ear%i~~ 
also indicate the potential for shelterbelt research to.conttfbute 
significantly to increasing food security fos people living in some of 
the most fragile and hostile agricultural l rwironments. As noted, nee 
crop increaser due to vi&break effects would be in addition to the 
s fuelvood, shada and fodder benefits associated with use of multi-puqo- 
sheltetbelt trees. 
07. fn addition to fodder, fuel and shelEes benefits, the potential 
also exists to reduce erosion and downstream losses in irrigated 
agriculture, paver production, fish production. etc. (Figure 11, by 
combining resulzs from tree improvement rereareh with the results of 
more policy-orfenced research on integratmd watershed management. The 
eorsbination would-provide the technologies and poliey raeionale for 
intzoductfon of sustainable famd-use systems that not ouly would benef 
upstream land users, but also downstream land users amd others affecter 
by erosion, floodimg and polluted water. 
88. As developing countries expand their reliance on irrigation vat@& 
to increase agricultural productivity and food security, the need to 
, .imQrove upland uatershed management also increases. Often, the 
prevention of future losses due to watershed deterioration does not 
receive the same attention as expansion of such present benefits as CF 
increases, even though Loss prevention is fully as important from a 
human welfare point of view. 
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89. Many of the 300 million people who live in moderately or severely- 
desettified arid regions could benefit from an expansion of the types of 
arid-zone management research illustrated earlier. Lou-cost management 
of natural Savannah woodlands could provide fuel, fodder and many other 
locally important products in greater abundance, and, most importantly, 
do so on an ecologically sound and sustainable basis. , 
90. Much of the research suggested by the Task Force does in fact 
relate to the objective of changing land uses. This change has to be 
tovard more sustainable approaches that can raise people out of the 
frightening state of subsistence living associated vith pushing the land 
beyond its ecologically sustainable potential. Although the benefi:s 
are not immediate, such changes could have far-reaching social and 
economic effects on future generations. 
91. For the above types and magnitudes of benefits to be achieved, the 
results of research on agro-forestry systems and policy research on 
tenure issues and pricing policies also would have to be applied. The 
close relationships betneen the issues addressed and the results sought 
by the proposed research priorities cannot be over-stressed. For 
example, significant expansion of velfare, particularly of the rural 
poor. cannot be expected from application of the results of tree 
breeding research alone. Policy reforms based on sound information also 
are needed to ensure that the poorer segments of the population gain. 
Consideration of inter-dependencies is the rule rather than the 
exception in research success stories vhen they are looked at in terms 
of human welfare rather than technical progress alone. 
92. Although the benefits are very difficult to quantify, research or. 
conservation and management of tropical forest ecosystems vi11 make a 
major contribution to safeguarding a large proportion of the vorld’s 
biological diversity. This vi11 help ensure that present and future 
generations will have the opportunity to retain and broaden the genetic 
base for food crops, medicines, industrial products, and other useful 
goods yet to be discovered among the millions of unknown plant and 
animal species in tropical forests. Based on past experience vi:h :he 
domestication of tropical plants, it seems evident that this is a 
critical resource vhfch merits protection. 
93. Natural forest management research can point the way to 
opportunities for increased sustained yield management of tropical 
forests n Economic arguments must be developed and refined in order to 
stimulate and facilitate the necessary policy reforms vhich can reduce 
tropical deforestation. The benefits from such reductions have already 
been enumerated. 
p 9G. Research related to industrial development has the potential of 
rtiducing import bills for forest products in developing countries and. 
in some cases, of increasing export revenues. Chile and Brazil are CT.-O 
excellent examples of countries which have systematically researched 
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market opportunities, vood.utiliration potentials, and quality controls 
and have developed major export sectors for forest produets. The value 
of exports of forest products in 1987 from Chile and Brazil vas US$l,bQ 
milldon (FAO unpublished). 
95, Tree selection and improvement rarearch has already shovn the 
potential for reducing costs per cubic metre of vood in the tropic; eo 
levds thst ue comptiCive aqvhere in the votld, At the same the, 
Iowes costs, if passed on to consumers in the fora of lover paper 
prtces, vould benefit aducatfona~ progames that could potentially 
raise the literscy Levefs of hundreds of tiffions of people. 
96. The above discussion of gains from resoerch merely touches on SOZF 
of the benefits vhich could flov from an expanded and intensified 
progzamme of raserxch deoffng uf& tropical forests. fn refining plows 
for concrete actions to expand resmrch, 6t vf%P be desirable to 
quantify more accurately the relative levels and types of costs and 
benefits involved in different types of research. For exaxrqle, one 
v%deEy-held coneem is thee benefits may noe reach the poor. Delibaraz: 
actfans will be needed to ensure a desirable distrfbution of the 
benefiu flowing from izPprovd +dxnoPogies. The relative effectiveneo- 
of dffferant actions and policies in achieving this goof vi11 have to b- 
reseuched. 
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III. CAPACITY. OF NATIONAL 
RESEARCH SYSTEMS 
97. The purpose of assessing research capacity is to identify the 
weaknesses and gaps in the global tropical forestry research system tha: 
must be filled in order to properly address the research needs 
identified in Chapter II. The assessment was based on a review of 
recent reports on forestry research capacity in developing countries 
(see References), responses to a task force questionnaire, and extensive 
consultations with individuals and institutions around the world 
involved in tropical forest research. More detailed discussion is 
provided in Background Papers 2, 3, G, 5, 7 and 9. 
A. Bzpi ENSI_ONSq R C 
98. Many different institutions are involved in research on issues 
related to the objectives of the TFAP. These include national forest 
services and research institutes, universities, regional research 
groups, international research organizations, NGOs, private industry, 
and various organizations which carry on informal research as part of 
the implementation of their programmes. It is impossible to give a 
, precise number and, in any case, such a number would be memingless 
because many of those which list forestry research as a fieid only 
devote one half or one quarter of a scientist year to the suoject. 
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99. Most of the organizations in developing countries vhich under:& 
forestry and forest products research are small in sire. There is uid 
variation among them in the number of scientists and other trained 
staff, the support for individual scientists, infrastructure, and 
funding. 
100. Much of the research dealing vith the priority areas of the FF.AP 
is done by organizations outside tie traditional forestry research 
system. This is true, for example, in research aseas such as agro- 
forescry and nitrogen-fixing tree species. Somehov these organizatioz- 
hava CO be considorad aad Included in a programme to strengthen reseaa 
related to implemenution of the~TpAP. 
101. A great many factors influence national research capacity, vhfch 
in turn is &fined by 1) the quantity and quality of resources 
available, and 2) the vays in which those resources are organized and 
msnaged. The relative importance of various factors vithfn these t---o 
categories is indicated fn Figure Lc (see next page), based on the =-la:. 
of administrators of forestry research organizations in IL6 developing 
countries (Bengstsn and Gregersen 1988). 
102. The Task force concurs in general with tfm relative importance 
attributed to the various factors indicated in Figure 0. Hovever , cr^ 
related points should be noted in considering them and their fnfluenc= 
on capacity: 
i) the divetssisy of research esganitatiens involved in IPAP- 
related research means tha6 the relative fmporeanee of 
dffferent factors will vary widely between organizations GP.~ 
countries ; these differences must be borne in mind in any 
planning effort and action progrumne adopted: and 
ti) thq face tbie many non-forestry organizations do research 
related to TRAP objectives provides some f3.exfbilfty in :e~ 
Of SXpantiOn Of rSS%ArCh. 
B. MF QUANTfTf &NTJ OUALITf OF RRSOURCES A'JAIU 
103. kck of +rained personnel is identified by respondents to the $3 
Force questionnaire and in other studies as the most critical problem 
facing developing-country forestry research organizations. A study 01 
39 developing-country forestry research institutions revealed a mediaz 
number of ssientists per organization of only 16 (Bengston, Xu and 
Cregersen 1988). About two thirds of the sampled organizations had 
. bersvaen 0 and 5 Ph,D. and between 0 and 10 hastars-level scientists. P 
Almost half the sampled organizations had only beween 0 and 1Q 
technicians. It is obvious that Fnvestment in the education and 
training of researchers and technicians is a critical need vhich must 
addressed. 
c 
Figure d:‘Factors Affecting For’estry Research Capacity 
Factors: 
Slanlflcant Increases or lmarovements In 
impact on Increasing Research Capacity 
None Slight Moderate Great 
1.0 2.0 3.0 , 4.0 
1. Level of t&ing of rrsea~ers’ 
~““‘~“““‘~““’ \<\, 
~\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\\,\.~ 
7. Size of researcn staff 
8. Level of saianes’ (.004) 
1 9. funding for rssearch support acwmes’ (.03’1) 
-10. Coordinatikn of research effort* (.006) 
t 1. Interaction: users of research resutts 
19. Language barriers to scientific communication’ (.036) 
20. Buildings 
21. Size of research supwtt staff 
22. Intoractlon: rassarchws in country 
23. Communi~tion 8 transpoflation systems in country’ (.OOO) 
24. Interaction: educational institutions, same country” (.009) 
1.0 3.0 
I 
m Developing Country M Developed 
lnstltutlons Countrv Institutions I 
4 
4.0 
Note: Chart uses average rating of factors affecting research capacity in 46 forestry research instrtu- 
tions in developing countries institutions, and 45 in developed countries. Standard errors range from 
0.079 to 0.136 for-developing countries, and from 0.093 to 0.164 for developed countries. 
* indicates slgnrficantly different ratings by develooed and lessdeveloped country respondents. Numbers in 
parentheses lndlcate levels of statlstlcai slgnlficance as calculated for the chl-square statmc. 
’ Source: Bengston and Gregersen 1987 
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104. Movevat. many countries do not have adequate capacity 60 educae 
and train forestry researchers. In the Bengston 5t & sample, more r 
one quarter of the researchers and administrators have degrees from 
universities outside their home counsrier, often in an environmene wh 
men-y things learned vere .irrelevanC Co home-country problems. A 
%awcerted effort is needed to strengthen training sys+ems vhich prepm 
reseadmrs 60 work on tropical forescry problems of relevance in the 
homa buncries e Xn some eases, eountrier muet vork tagether on 
edwzreioaal progames. 
105. The situations in different countries are highly variable. In 
tom there are facilities &at go unused, while in others scientists 
vork OUE of Weshift labs and offices vi& inedeqmte equipment and 
infru~tural support. The key to rcrangchening research insti-,es~i~ 
deafing with TFAP-related issues is go balance the support for czainf- 
fns~ftutional reform, and invesrment in physical fnfrasttmcture. 
$06, Lack of adequate library and ocher. information sources fs a majr 
problem in many research organizations. There is sonsiderabla poseus, 
for l rpaasioa ei% somputerized datiase system which cup improve aeeer= 
eo dau end infonrotion. FAO surveys of developing-country forestry 
sesea&l izlstfnttfons WicaCe vidmpread inadequacfes fn equipmant az 
faei%ities. Only a fev orgeniratfons in Africa vere found to have 
adeqaase equipment end laboratory fa~%lie%es, and only about 25 per F_: 
-1s Asia aad &ca Faciffe amd aboat 50 pa’ eoaz 6x1 %%%in Pmeriea have 
adeqxaagely-equipped laboratories. Specialfzed research equipment is 
lacking in mostz organitacions. Lack of equipmen- vas cited as a 
critisal probPeo in tie response to the Task Force questionnaire. PUP 
and erained staff to maintain equipment is also an importxnt constrain 
107. Expenditure on forestry research in the developing regions was 
only about USSl80 million in 1981 (lfergen, Evenson and Judd 1988). ~3 
accoumad for only 12 per cent of c&e total expendicure on forestry 
reseaazeh worldwide in 1981. Based on past expendinrre trends, total 
expenditure an IF-9related research in developing countries vas 
probably somewhere betveen lYS$220 and 250 million by 1987. 
108, Two poinu of comparison are vorth noefng to pu6 these figures ir 
eQnaixt: 1) the U.S. Forest Sespica alone spent US$f28 miblion on 
reseaah in 198%; and 2) total expenditure on agrfculcural researsh in 
developing eouneries ves around ?YS$2.2 billion fn 1981 (P.Oram, person 
communication9. 
L09. A betret perspective can be gained by looking ae research 
intensfcfes. This measures forestry research expenditure as a per can; 
of the value of production of forest products. These percentages fer 
forastry research 5.n developfng countries are fn the 0.05 to 0.12 per 
cent range. They are considerabLy below the percenrages for 
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agriculture, which now average about 0.5 per cent of agricultural gross 
domestic product. Also, the percentages in developing countries for 
forestry research are about five times lover than the comparable 
percentages for developed countries. 
110. Clearly, investment in forestry research is very lov in developing 
countries in comparison vith the value of goods and services flowing 
from the forestry sector. The ratio would be even lower if non-marketed 
outputs were included in the value of production figures used. There is 
a critical need to find vays of expanding such investment in a 
productive, effective vay. 
111. Few forestry research institutions in developing countries have 
the security of funding needed to establish efficient and effective 
long-term programmes. Long time-lags in forestry research sake long- 
term funding particularly important. Mechanisms need to be found so 
that organizations can count on stable core funding. If such mechanisms 
are not developed, then it will be very difficult, even for the best 
existing research institutions, to expand research programmes 
significantly. 
112. In 1986, international donors provided some US$(r6 million of 
assistance for forestry research. This means that about 20-25 per cent 
of the total expenditure on forestry research in developing countries 
was funded by international donors as compared to about 35-00 per cent 
in agriculture. Uhercas nearly 10 per cent of aid (including technical 
assistance) for agriculture is spent on research, less than five percent 
of total bilateral and multilateral assistance for forestry is used for 
research. 
113. The level of research effort and funding from bilateral and 
multilateral programmes was critical to successes achieved in forestry 
in the past. Such successes are associated with programmes supported 
by, among others, Australia, CIDA, DANIDA, France, GE, the Netherlands, 
ODA, SIDA, Switzerland and USAID. Multilateral examples include FAO, 
IADB, ITTO, UNDP, UNEP, UNESCO and the World Bank. A number of other 
organizations, including NGOs, have also made significant contributions, 
among them ICRAF. ICRISAT. IDRC, IIED, IITA, ILCA, IUCN, NETA, WXI and 
WWF. 
114. Also, co-ordination of the international inputs is improving, due 
in large part to twice-yearly meetings of the TFAP Forestry Advisers 
Group, vhich bring together almost all the technical advisers to donors 
to review progress of the TFAP, including research. 
P 
11'5. The extent to which international leadership and co-ordination can 
improve matters is illustrated by IUFELO's Special Programme for 
Developing Countries (SPDC). This was launched by IUFRO in response to 
a challenge from the World Bank and FAO in 1981 to bring fores:ry 
research to bear on the problems of the developing world. 
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116. Uithin two years, IUFRO/SPDC had initiated a series of regional 
workshops around the world on a selection of research topics of spccia7 
interest to groups of countries. These events generated a series of 
fundable projects for training in research, for information systems 
impfovement a end for research projects run by nsftJorking and other 
collaborative systems. XUFRO's regional research planning workshops 
hava baan primarily concerned with problem uulysft of relacted brbad 
topics, notably multi-purpose tree spacirs and inrprovad wood use. 
c. 
117. The impacts of ina&quata resources on research capacity and 
l ffrctivaness ue compounded by problems associated vi& the vay in 
vhfch resources are organized, m=neged, end used over time. 
118. A fundamental barrier to strengthening forestry-rebated research 
ira developing countries is the general lack of political awareness of 
the crftfcrl nature of the poUsy end ochar issuas invofved in tropical 
forestxy end daforesutioa, end the rola of research in helping to 
reselve them. This hes Led to uadaf-funding of foxestq-related 
research programmer. A substentlal axpardon of policy research is 
naaded to l steblish clearly tha links batvean forestry and the broader 
o issues of development end welfare that ate of coucer~ to political 
leadus e 
119. Interaction among reseazchars is ganarally poor in developing 
countries, lrrgaly bacause of lack of opportunity. There are increasin_r 
indfcrtions that this CM result in fnafficdeneier, unneeded dup%bcatix 
of effort, and naste of resources. Expariance indicates that having a 
'critical mass. of researchers in an area -0 which is lacking in most 
developing countries in the case of forestry research -; is an imporcanz 
stimulus and can help to achieve significant progress in a reasonable 
time. hechanistes ne8d to ba developed for ewanding infomacion 
exchange end rasauch interaction within countries. vith particular 
emphasis on developing meshanirraa to foster k&ages betveen 
researchers, including infonsatfon syrtms such as AGRIS and CARIS. 
l.20. A major area of weakness in most countries is the lack of 
interaction between forestry end agricultural researchers, This stems 
from the historical separation of forestry and agriculture. Et is 
reflected in the institutional separation of forestry and agricultural 
, research, and of statistical. data collection and publicat:fon activities 
* 
and services. Specialist missions to reviev national-"agricultural" 
research systems, which deal vfth crops and livestock, rarely encompass 
any aspects of forestry and conservation. Mechanisms for improving the 
interaction of.forestry and agricultural research need to be developed.. 
titeraction bemeen researchers and research users , 
121. Another major area of weakness in most countries is the lack of 
interaction between researchers and the "users" of research. This 
includes the failure of outreach or extension services adequately to 
disseminate and help implement research results in the field, 
particularly in farm and community forestry. Forestry research in 
developing countries must become more relevant to local conditions and 
needs. This requires mechanisms for integrating rural people"s . 
perspectives into the research planning process. NGOs can play an 
important role here. 
122. .The extension of research results to potential users is a critical 
area vhich must be addressed in parallel .vith research improvement. 
This can be accomplished in part by building on existing agricultural 
extension programmes and by vorking more closely with NGOs. Incentive 
mechanisms are needed to encourage closer co-operation. 
titeraction amone countries 
123. Formal interaction among countries is improving, aid progress is 
being made in the area of information exchange. Research networks are 
being formed, and promising results are being achieved with database 
management systems to collate, process, aAd analyse data from sizes 
around the vorld on species trials and the results of other biological 
research. 
12A. An encouraging example is the establishment of research necdorks 
through IUFRO's SPDC, and through, for example, IDRC (Asia) and USAID 
(Central America and Asia). Others have been established with the 
support of various bilateral and multilateral organizations (e.g., SF% 
and FAO'S networks). 
125. However, substantial expansion of funding is needed to meet the 
major opportunities which exist right now for information exchange and 
research interaction. In addition, support is needed for other 
mechanisms to expand and improve international interaction among 
researchers, such as exchanges of scientists and attendance at 
scientific meetings. 
126. In addition to networks, a number of developed-country research 
, institutions co-operate with developing-country institutions in fores:ry 
research on a one-to-one basis. These types of twinning arrangemenzs 
need to be encouraged and expanded in a productive and effective manner. 
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127. The lack in many countries of adaquata incentives (both moneta~ 
amd nom-eanatary) for attracting and retaining skilled researchers po- 
a major constraint to improving forestry-related research in developiL 
countries. Salary levels for forestq researchars are considerably 
helm thosa for comparable professionals in the same country (Bengstol 
Xu and Gragarsen 1988). 
128. A related problea is tha lack of oppertunity for professional 
advancemant. Greater support is naadad to help national research 
organ%zitioru build improvad incantfvas into their systems, in some 
cases through drastic re-organization and in other cases through grear 
inputs of financial and other resources into existing, relatively 
affectiva organitations. 
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Iv. AN INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY 
FOR STRENGTHENING RESEARCH 
129. Any future framework for supporting expanded research on tropical 
forests needs to be built around a clearly-defined set of research 
priorities. In this regard, the Task Force recommends expanded 
investment in five fields of research over the next decade to help meet 
opportunities considered within the TFAP (see Chapter II). These fields 
are : 
1) 
29 
39 
, 
4) 
5) 
agro-forestry and watershed management research: 
natural forest ecology and management research; 
tree breeding and tree improvement research; 
utilization and market research: and 
policy and socio-economic research. 
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130. The effectiveness of expanded research will depend-on an expansi 
of national capacity to do productive research in these fields. 
Capacity at the present tine is already being strained in many 
countries e Based on the aesessmene of we&eases in existing capacit; 
presented in chapter %fI, the Task Force identified five major areas C 
institutional strengthening vhich require immediate attention. These . 
are : 
1. Strengthen the mechanisms by which public officiafs and 
political loaders become aware of the critical problems whi 
tropical deforerutfon and degradation create fn a broader 
developmen context aad the important contributions which 
research can make to solvfng these problems. 
2. Strengthen education and tritnfng systems which prepare 
researchers to work on tropical forestry problems. 
3. Develop mechanisms to secure needed core funding for nation 
and intemaeionaf tropical foresmy research organizations. 
Success in addressing this issue wil.1 depend on the 
effectiveness of efforts to change the understanding and 
aegicudee of polfefcal decision makers and efforts to impro 
the l ffecsiveneee of research so real benefies to society c 
bo demons+rated. 
6. Strengthen the efforts of national research organizations t 
buA.%d mote effective incentives -and managemem~ systems.$ne_? 
their programmer, in some cesee &rough aesfstxnce h-2 re - 
organization and in ocher cases through greater impucs or" 
financial and other resources (including equipment). 
!a Strengthen mechanisms for improving interaction between: 
4 foresay researchers and their peers at home and abrozc 
This would encourage scientific soundness and relevawe 
of research work and stimulate research ideas. It will 
involve intensified efforts to support networks. 
scientific meetings, travel to visit with fellov 
researchers, exchanges, better access to scientific 
lfteratura, and so forth; 
b) forestry researchers and ocher non-forestry researchers 
and reseuch organizations working on problems of 
relevance to the TFAP, e.g., agricultural research 
groups t and basic research organizations working on 
biodiversity, genetics, soils. energy, etc. This vi.11. 
help encourage inter-disciplinary research needed to 
b8 
solve complex problems, such as those associated with 
integrated vatershed management. Incentive& for such 
interaction vi11 have to be created along vith 
establishment of lines of communication and concrete 
means to make inter-disciplinary linkages relevant and 
attractive to researchers: and 
c> forestry researchers and the clients of research, or 
chose who will be disseminating or applying the results 
in the field. This will help to ensure the relevance of 
research to solving critical current and emerging 
problems. It involves intensification of field travel 
and contacts, attendance at non-scientific meetings, 
closer collaboration with NC&z, and other interaction 
mechanisms. 
131. In putting %orth.the above priorities for research and for 
institutional strengthening, the Task Force is mindful of the fat: that 
the relative importance of each field will vary between countries and 
regions, as vi11 the needs for institution building. 
L32. To carry out the basic strategy described above requires a 
.meckanism to ensure effective and efficient use of expanded funding and 
technical support. Any new mechanism to assist the process must provide 
international leadership, co-operation and a measure of co-ordination. 
Although tropical forest research is being supported by many bilateral 
and multilateral donors, there is at present no central body that can 
co-ordinate and offer veil-informed help to donors, national bodies, and 
research establishments. They could benefit from such help in 
evaluating needs and priorities, mobilizing support, developing 
capacity, focussing research, and sharing information with the countries 
that need it most. 
133. Thus, the need at present is for an international mechanism co 
stimulate, plan, co-ordinate and support a centrally or regionally- 
directed tropical forestry research strategy and programme. and to 
encourage relevant research work at the national or regional levels 
through a variety of funding arrangements. The potential exists to 
achieve rapid results in research findings and in strengthening national 
research capabilities. 
134. Any new organization must be small and efficient, yet flexible in 
its approaches to supporting research and the building up of national 
, and regional research capacity in the five priority research fields. I: 
vi11 need to: 
iJ Create a high standard of avareness and debate to permit 
periodical critical review and Pssess'ment of research priorities 
and progress in the strengthening of institutions, 
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P 
Inspire support and nobilfre increased funding for international 
and national research programme. 
Build on success by developing selected existing institutions as 
eencree of expertise, and secure more effective deployment of ehe 
beet existing internetionel, regionel, end netionef research 
Lneticutions (including LARCe), to address the probleme of 
tropical countries. 
Encreaee national reeearch'capabilitiee by educating and 
ec4civati~g of research workers, by facilitating cvinnfng and 
networking arrangements, and by selective strengthening 0% some 
research centres of high potential. 
fncrease the fntetastfens among forestry and non-forestry ?esea:c?.* 
inetitutions * including IARGe, universities, NGOs and private 
industry. 
Bewlop impraved information systems which give greater access to 
existing Iaxovfedge and the reeufce of rosearch. 
Improve uee of research results through colleboracion vich 
extension services and NGOe. 
The question then arises, what Is the most appropriate 
inscituei~n.al meohenism or option for achieving the above in the most 
effeecive and efficient manner, given the needs of chr global tropicaL 
fhdreecry research system as assireed by the Tack Forer and discussed Fn 
the pravioue chapters? 
136. Several inscicutfonal options for strengthening forestry research 
in the tropics are dfscussed fn Background Paper No. 13. These and sane 
ocher options were considered by the Task Force, as follovs: 
1. Continue the present:, l seoncially informal arrangements 
comprising a variety of networks, each self-governing and 
r@%atfvely tndep~ndenc, together with increased support for 
existing necfonel and regionef forest research and training 
%necituces, at the discretion of individual donors. 
2. Establish a major central internacfonal research institution, 
similar in concept to IRRX, co salve as a world cencre for 
the direction, execution and co-ordination of tropicai 
forestry research. 
3. Establish a number (about five) of international research 
centres, appropriately located, staffed and equipped to 
undertake needed resdarch on a regional basis. 
0. Expand the existing CCIAR and TAC to include forestry 
research. This would require nev members in the TAC and an 
increase in the total budget. 
5, Expand the CCIAR's responsibilities but vith a new and 
separate TAC for forestry research. This group vould be' 
small but have similar responsibilities to CCIAR's TAC. 
6. Establish a new Consultative Group for forestry, i.e., the 
"CCIFX" with a forestry TAC, vhich would be similar in mode 
of action and overall composition to the CCIAR. 
7. Create a new modality, not dissimilar to 6 above, but 
comprising a small international researsh council of 
JYusteeq, ‘instead of a larger Consultative Group of donors. 
137. The Task Force has considered each of these options and has 
analysed eaeh. as follovs: 
This is, to all intents and purposes, the status auo and would 
achieve little other than encouraging more of what is already in 
progress. It does not meet the clear need for an international 
structure to help define, guide and support a major expansion of 
tropical forestry research. 
Oution 2 
One of the most outstanding and consistent features of forestry in 
the tropics is the wide diversity of the problems demanding research in 
the foreseeable future. This wLde variety of topics and the skills and 
resources required, together with the fact that much of the vork needing 
to be done is highly location-specific, makes it quite impractical to 
think in terms of a single, international research centre. 
This option was discussed at some length, as it is not 
inconceivable that a number of well-endowed and veil-located 
international forestry research centres could have an early and 
effective impact on the research requirements identified. A parallel 
can be drawn between this prospect and the success of the IARC stations 
of the CCIAR in the field of agricultural research. Once again, it is 
considered that the range and diversity of research problems in forescry 
worldwide cannot be adequately covered in this vay alone., It will be * , 
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necessary to draw upon and develop research skills md capabilities 
across a much wider spectnam of in.stitutions, both national and 
international. Nevertheless, the development of major international 
research centres in due course remains a viable option, providing it is 
properly and fully evaluated and integrated wirkin the wider approach 
advosaged. This requirement can only be met by means of m 
lnternstionsl co-otdfnsting agency and it therefore becomes part if 
Optims b-7 inclusive. 
fn the&q, this offers the advantage of integrating forestry and 
agriculture research under one umbrelfa in the CGIAR system. Ln 
practice, there ue ser%ou.s resematfons about the interests of forest.; 
being Lost within the luger system, and it is submitted that, without 
substanzfal further enlargen~nt, the system would nbt be capable of 
addressing the diversity of tropical forestry research needs. 
This fs more practical, as the separate and diverse neads of the 
forestry-related progr-• could be caeered for by a separate forestry 
IAC. However, the extra burden on the CGIAR and the Secretariat would 
be consfdetable and, unless there was a distinct and sepuate budget 
provision, it fs hard to see forescry requirements competing with 
agriculture v 
This has many attractions as a free-standing institution made up 
of individuals fully aware of the special needs of forestry and its 
links with other fields. Hovever, it is questionable whether a large 
. - CGur%-scale donor group would be prepared to meet separately for this 
purpose. Nevertheless, the option has to be kept in mind along with 
Option 7, which fs the one favoured by the Task Force. 
This option has emerged as the one favoeted by the Task Force. It 
is sonsidared &a simplest. most practical amd cost-effective mechanism 
for international co-ordfnation of the research and capacity-building 
activities needed to address the opportunities and priorities described 
in Chapter If, and to overcome the constraints described in Chapter 1x1. 
As envisaged, the priority tasks of this International Tropical Forestry 
Research Council (ITFRC) vi11 be: 
, 
P to assess research needs and focus on selected priorities; 
e to mobilize additional financing and co-ordinate donor 
support: 
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w to share information; 
w to raise and maintain scientific standards of work; and 
s to the maximum possible-extent, work through, and build 
existing national and regional institutions, thereby 
strengthening their capacity. 
on, 
, 
B. RECOHnFNDATIONS MR AN INTERNATIONA7* TROPICAL FORESTRY RESEXRCH 
COUNCIL (ITFRC) 
138. The recommendations which follow are only an outline of a 
structure and organization which is considered to offer a sound 
beginning and one vhich can evolve in the light of experience. As there 
is an urgent need to address the principal research problems, it is aLso 
recommended that steps to set up such a council be taken vi:h the 
minimum of delay. 
pe Structure of the Research CounciJ, 
139. The organization recommended for a Research Council is similar to 
that of the CGUR system in that it has no legal constitution and vould 
operate entirely on the goodtill and voluntary support of its 
participants. It is also similar to the concept of INCOFORE developed 
by IUFRO, based on experience with their SPDC and described in detail in 
Background Paper No. 16. The Task Force sees great merit in setting up 
the Council so that it has a high degree of independence from exis:ing 
institutions and governments and is free to consider issues on 
scientific merit with the minimum of political and bureaucratic 
diversion. It must, of course, be accountable to its sponsors, to the 
. . developing countries, and t6 an appropriate form of periodic external 
scientific audit to ensure that the international community is getting 
good value for money. Otherwise, the institution should be as free- 
standing as it can be made ,-while also ensuring that its vital 
communication links vith other international bodies are strong and 
clear. In particular, it needs to link vith: 
u - This ineludes participation in its Centres Ueek and 
close liaison with TAC and the CGIAR Secretariat. 
- Its involvement is essential given its mandate in 
forestry and forestry research; the importance and 
relevance of its forestry programmes and bodies 
(Committee on Forestry (COFO), Committee on Forestry 
Development in the Tropics (CFDT), Regional-Forestry 
Commissions and technical forestry bodies); and because 
of its co-ordinating role in the implementation of the 
TFAP. 
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JUFRQ - Its participation is essential with its vorldwide 
membership of scientists and its invaluabfe experience 
in the SPDC, The work of the new Council should evolve 
and flow from chat initiative which is already under 
vay o 
140. Xn the viev of the Tuk Force, none of these three bodies shkld 
control the Councif, but the linkages are, nonetheless, so important 
that it is recommended that each should nominate a member for the 
Councfl of Truste*s (see below). 
l&I. An inteznstional programs of the diversity and scope envisaged 
for tropical forestry research requires the co-ordination and eo- 
operation of those who: 
. determine researsh priorities and resource needs; 
. carry out research; 
a finanse the research; 
w disseminate the results of research; 
0 use or adapt the results of the research; and 
e benefit from the consequetrees of, the reserrch, 
112. The recomnded structure of the Research Council is based on the 
belief &at good e- fcatims betueen all these interests is essentia? 
at al1 stages of planning and work throughout the life of the programme. 
~ A eorpotace memory~muse be established from the beginning, 
163. The Task Force considered a number of ins~~i~~tional options for 
managing an international research programme, and proposes the foLPo~iz- 
management stmacture : 
0 a Council of Trustees; 
0 an Executive Secretariat; and 
m a Forestry Technical and Advisory Committee (FrAC). 
1U. Figure 5 on the next page illustrates the component parts 
essential to a co-ordinatrd international research programme, and 
suggests the relations between those who prescribe policy and 
priorities, those who do research, those who finance, and those who use 
and adapt the information. 
145. The Task Force Ls conv%nced that the proposed Council and the 
Tropical Forestry Research Programme must function as a complete entity, 
whether it stands done or is eventuslly absorbed into the CGIAR system. 
The Framework for an International Tropical Forestry Research Council: 
[[I 
1; 
Chairman and 12 Members 
w 
j Chairman and 
1 
9 Adusers 
1 
Executive Secretariat 1 // 
1. Executive Secretary 
2. Scientific Secretary 
3. Finance Comptroller 
4. lnformatron Manager 
5. Training Manager 
(Computer Data Base) 
Reaionrl Co-Ordinators ! -- 
; 1. Law America 
, 2. Asia 
Regional Advisory 
Committees 
I 
I 3. Sub-Saharan Africa I 
I 5 Members 
4. Near East and North Africa 
I 
. . Id 1 
I Research Activities 
I I 
Activities to Strengthen 
lnctuding I I 
Research Capability 
Research Contracts Induding Improved 
Networks Management 1 
Twlnnmg Traming 
Arrangements Information I 
and Extension Systems I , 
1- / i 
Research institutions 
International Regional and 
National Institutions and Universities 
,- . 1 I 
1 
Users ! 
Decrsron Makers ’ 
I Screntrsts. Farmers. 
Foresters‘and Consumers 
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146. The Council of Trustees will govern the entire system. Figure 5 
shows the Council of Trustees tnswerfng to a Donor Crow comprising a 
consortium of sponsors of tropical forestry research. The site, 
composition and frequency of meeting of this group depend entirely cm 
the wishes of the donors concerned. It soems possible that one meetin: 
of such a group each year could be closely uroeioted with the CGIAR 
itself and its Centres Ueek. 
147. The Council of Trustees will be responsible for: 
i> formulating policy and decisions on finance and procedures; 
ii) assessing research priorities and resource needs; 
iii) attracting domr support and recommending resource 
allo@at%ons; and 
iv). pressribtng the responsibilities and netfvfties of the 
Execuzfve Oeereurfat. 
148. Xn formulating its policies, the Council will be assisted by a 
Forestry T’echnicaf Advisory Commitsea (ITAC) and vill also consuPt with 
the Directors of its various research components, with gountrieo whfeh 
tpat programme is designed to benefit:, amd with donors. 
149. The Council should be composed of people v%th broad ewperlence ip: 
the mamagement of science and technology for development, and inc%ude 
competence in institutional, financial and human resource managememt. 
Tha Irurtees uould meet Nice per yeax, and would comprise not less thz~~ 
0 _ 13 members including a Chaizmn of broad experience in international development. Other members should be nominated from contrfbutfng 
donors, by developing couaxries, by BCOs, by scieneffic bodies fncludlng 
SIERO, by Internatfonaf agencies including FAO and by the CGUR. 
150. The FTAC will have responsibilities similar to those of the CCXAa 
TM. Ie vi11 advise the Council on strategic, scientific, and 
orgusizational issues related to research priorities, programma and 
procedures. The FTAC vi11 formulate and implement procedures for 
monitoring progress and for periodic review and evaluation of the 
results of the overall programe and its components. 
151. The FTAC will have a heavy workload, and it fs recommended that ic 
consists of a Chairmen and nine members who art active reseat-cfb 
B sCientists drawn from a broad spcctruau of the natural, physical and 
social sciences. 
The Executive Secretariat 
152. The Executive Secretariat will provide services to the Council of 
Trustees and to the ETAC, and the various programme components. In 
turn, it will receive policy instructions and technical guidance from 
the Council and the FTAC, respectively, It is envisaged that the 
Secretariat should consist of a core group of permanent staff with' 
resources to employ consultants and to contract other contract services 
if needed. The core should comprise: 
- an Executive Secretary; 
e 
\ a Scientific Secretary (Secretary of ETAC); w a Financial Comptroller; 
s an Information Hanager; and 
0 a Training Manager. 
153. An important responsibility of the Secretariat will be the 
systematic collection, analysis, storage and dissemination of the 
relevant data and information on tropical forestry research. The * 
Secretariat will maintain a computarired data and information base and 
have on-line access to other data and information bases. The 
information vi11 be derived primarily from its ovn programmes. Any 
additional material should fill identified gaps in existing databases to 
which the Research Council can gain direct access. The Task Force 
regards the information system as a vital component, and recommends tha: 
the Information Manager be appointed as soon as possible after the 
Council has selected its Executive Secretary. 
1st. The question of location of the Central Secretariat is of supreme 
'importance. The criteria of good communications, ease of travel, access 
to information, stimulating environment and contacts vith professional 
. . peers, and good quality office accommodation and services are all 
crucial aspects. This question needs to be discussed and resolved 
without delay by the appropriate donor group and executing agent (s&e 
belov). 
155. The Secretariat will also include an out-stationed group of 
Regional Co-ordinators based in: 
e Latin America; 
- A5i.a; 
m Sub-Saharan Africa; and 
m the Near East and North Africa. 
156. The regional co-ordinators should be located in or near an 
appropriate existing Research Institute in the region concerned. Each 
vould be supported by at least one permanent Scientific Assistant, an 
' Itiformation/Training Officer, and a part-time Advisory Committee of not 
more than five members from a range of disciplines, and including an NGG 
representative. 
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157, The Task force attaches great importance to the regional strength 
of the Research Council and therefore has proposed regional units uhieh 
vi11 serve as the fiafd focus for much of its work. The Regional Co- 
ordfnaeort will be responsible, working through the Secratarfat, for: 
m advising the 14chnical Advisory Committee; , 
e identifying r.egional needs: 
. generating and formulating projects and networks; 
. liaison vith donors on fmplemenmtlon of approved projects 
and nenrorlu, and overall co-ordination of these networks; 
e training and human resources &velopmeat: and 
m developing and putting to use 8 regional Qtabase and 
information systan. 
158. Tha possfbif%ty 0% upgrading th4 regional units into Rtgisnal 
Research Centrar must not be excluded i% this is necessary in otdes cbo 
screngthsn rasearch capacity In a region, or tn order to davelap a 
drfin4d field 0% r4search, 4*g,, genetic imp~ovsrnsn6 0% selected tree 
speci4s. .I234 Task Force feels that the starting bas4 for the Research 
Cbumfl should be the organization her4 outlined, with options open for 
more dfr4ct 5.moPvement in raseuch if th4 need tiises at 4 future data. 
f59. The activitf4s ratoF4nded for the Xaraasch Council are wide- 
mmgfng and diverse. fr% essemz4, th4y come down eo th4 provision of a 
%erratral se&em to donors and research 4g4nefes which offers 4 sound 
ovemi4v of thr we4ds and msourcas for r4saarch in tropica\ foresty. a 
seurca of information and ideas, and a mans of vaff-informed avaluatlcm 
0% sfzrat4gfe options. Given high-calfbre staff, tha Research Councif 
syst4n can stbufat4 and serve as 4 catalyst for donors and research 
agenkies by ganeratlng relevant and well-thought-out project proposals, 
which will atttraee funds and rafsa the quality of work. 
160. As w4sll as promoting and supporting research by various means, a 
vitally important part of the work of tha Council will be to raise the 
standards 0% work and raise the l4vel of rasearch capability in tropical 
eouneri4s. The eorr46t balanc4 will hav4 to be struck in order to make 
cartafn that research investment is prac4ded by strps to ensure a high 
standard 0% remarch performanc4. 
161. The Council's activities cam bs broadly grouped under t~so 
headings: 
j by: m V 0 
f) mrovement of iaforma\;ion systams for tha capture, storage, 
raerteval. and dfsseminatfon 0% scientific and technical data 
through project dsf$nition and support, training and advice; 
ii) lmprovcment of extension systems; 
‘.. 
I iii) training of research personnel in the management and conducr 
of research through courses, manuals, handbooks, ccc.; 
iv) reform and improvement of research organization and 
management at national level by giving advice and by 
coaxaissioning studies through ISNAR and other agencies; and 
v) institution-builbing in the form of facilities and equipment 
on a selective basis. This includes, vhtrc appropriate, 
upgrading of Research Ccntrcs virh the potential to meet 
closely-dtfined'needs or gaps. 
- -. - -. - - -_- 
1) nfacilitasing" reseakch through analysis, advocacy and deba:e 
in order to generaE ideas and veil-planned "fundablem 
project proposals which utracg donors and also help r4search 
agerieias e These ideas and insights on research projeecs and 
priorities vi11 be th4 producs of analysis 4nd debate by+4 
Reserreh Couaeil and its consultanes, as well as co-ordinaeed 
regional (or subject-aligned) r4search workshops; 
ii) building up a tropical forestxy research progrsame vi11 be 
built up under 4 Strateefe Pb to be reviawed 4nn~l%y. 1: 
vi11 ba l xecut4d by a vui4cy of methods, but mainly by: 
w establishanent 4% ragional resarrch project netvorks wi:S 
cfearly-defined objectives, and under strong Leadershi?; 
s cncouragamcnt of "t-&ming" as a m4ans 0% effective , 
eo%faboraEfve rcscarch uhcra appropriate: 
0 contracting of rasearch projects vi& individual 
inseinaeions, ageneies and groups; and 
- undertaking special projects a6 research cencres or by 
research groups which l 4 funded by donors through the 
R4search Council. 
%a * It fs anticipat4d that mch'of d-16 r&sear& %unding villa come via 
bilataral support fof @Pearly-daffned projects uhieh may or may not 
invo~v4 the Council controLling and dispemsing the funds. The theme has 
to b4 fl4xibilfty and funding to encourage all kinds 0% initiatives -- 
existing and new -- ptovid.&g charm is secure Long-term core funding to 
sopport tk4 l fnstitutfon" of tR4 Research Councis1 and a number of key 
resauch activities. 
163. I%4 preliminary cost estimates for tha Research Council system znd 
ies operation are presented below. These shov the breakdown berveen k.c 
components 0% 8tu6-up exp4nses, the central and regional scructurc, and 
&4 lost of research and research improvement activitf4s. apart from 
start-up costs, the 4sdma+as u4 for rhcurrent hzmual Gosts commencing 
in 1998 for the Rasearch Council, and developing over the period b99Q- 
$995 %or raseaxch activiti44. A breakdown of these astimates is shoe-t 
in tabular %ORE in hnax L. 
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1. Start-up costs for the Research 
Council organizations: 
uss HiLlions 
0.5 
2. The Rcscarch Council system -- annual 
costs for its Central and regional 
organization, i.e., the Council of 
Trustees, tha ElAC, and the Central 
Secratariat: 3.0 
3. The Council's .research activities -- 
annual external support for rasaarch 
and ierprovhd research capability, 
rising progr4ssfv4ly ov4r th4 1990- 
1995 period to: 50.0 
16G. The budget lacks precision at this stage of planning. Hovever, 
tht estimates can be relied upon for purposes of taking decisions on 
follov-up action. 
165. Conearning the research activities, the Task Force has made its 
c4s4 for a substantial increase and re-orientation of current inputs. 
Also, IUFRO, through its SPDC regional workshops, has prepared well- 
documented recommendations for research in improeement of multi-purpose 
tree specias in Aria, Africa and ktin America, totolling USSZO million 
per hnnun, and for forest utilization and forest products research at 
soma US$lO million par annun. Takan together vith estimatas for neu 
vork required in the fitlds of consewation and policy research, this 
adds up to the broad estimate of US$SO million per annum by 1995 in 
addition to the estimated current support Level of US$G6 million per 
annum. - . 
166. With this projcctad increase, total cxpendfturc in external 
assistance would amount to some USSSO-USSlOO million per annum. It is 
no.t considered that this is in any way out of scale with the magnitude 
of the problems that exist or vith the prospects and benefits of success 
from vsll-plann4d research. The actual development of research 
investment up to 1995 and later vould, of course, depend on much more 
detailed evaluation by the Research Council in consultation with all the 
interests concerned. 
post-Confercnee Actioq 
167. If the Conference accepts the Task Force's recommendations, a 
follov-up meeting of potentially interested donors should be convened as 
, soon.as possible. This meeting could: 
e consider the proposed plan for a Research Council; 
- appoint an executing agency; 
. agree on a programme of work and procedure: and 
- indicate probable patterns and levels of support. 
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168. Thereafter. the first step should be to appobnt the Couxxil of 
Trustees, which in turn will be responsible for the appointment of the 
members of mAC and the senior staff of the seereteriat. It is 
anticipated that the Council. and the ETAC vould meet twice every year, 
including once pet year at the same time and phce. 8 
169. The executing agency vi11 need to perform several taaka in the 
interim period: 
0 formulating a constitution; 
0 selsetfng the headquarters location; 
0 negoei.asFng conditions of residence, pritileges and immunities 
vi& the government of the country in which the headquarters fs 
to be losated (the advke of the CGTAR should be sought in 
formulating the ‘constitution and fn defining the Council's 
legal personal%ty); and 
m arranging tie oeleetion and election of tie Counei?, members. 
v&we first responaibf%%t+y would be to draw up a detailed vosk 
programme G 
170. Concerning sources of finance, the Council needa to identify those 
dawrs who are villing to contribute to unrestricted core budgets and 
chose who insist upon bflateral external funding. It seems likely that 
the Council vi11 need to impress upon donors tie necessity for a global 
perspective. Whils be needs of Afr%ea may appear to be tie most 
ur+xt, the abaorptdv8 capacity of Afrfcan rosearch fnstftutions is 
lover than in Asia, Y~tin America and some WSdle Eastern countries. %E 
vi%% be necessary to convince donors to contribute in a rational and 
logical fashion with due regard to the inatitutfonaP capabilities of the 
different regions and nations. 
- 
171. The Fnventory of forestry research projects and programmes btia.g 
assembled by the World Bank's SPUR Secretaries should provide useful 
information both to the Council and to donors who support research i:: 
Africa. It would clearly be valuable if similar sets of information 
could be assembled relative to donor support for forestry research in 
Asia, the Kiddie East and ktin America. 
P 
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s 
TX BELUCIO STRATEGY MEETING ‘ON TROPICAL FORESTS 
, 
1 and 2 Julv 1987 
A conference at Bellagio; Italy, on the state of the vorld's 
tropical forests called upon vor%d leaders to join in a "Tropical 
Forestry Action Plan” aimed at conservation and sustainable use of 
remaining natural tropical forests fir the benefit of developing-coun:ry 
populations and the vorld at large. 
J%E TROPICAL FOREST CRISIS 
Tropical forests are being rapidly destroyed. Their loss is one of 
the most serious environmental threats of our time. 
Tropical deforestation in developing countries is having a 
devastating effect on food production, fuelwood and fodder supplies, 
soil fertility, and‘vater resources. It is undermining agriculture in 
these countries and exacerbating rural poverty. Specifically: 
y 
more than half of the vorld's tropical forests have disappeared 
since the turn of the century; 
the current rate of deforestatfon exceeds If million hectares a 
year : 
the livelihood of 200 million forest dwellers is :hrea:enec!: 
more than one billion people are suffering from shortages of 
fuelvood and fodder; 
developing-country imports of forest products already exceed 
US$lO billion: 
the destruction of tropical forests is resulting in widespread 
loss of unique ecqsystems, directly contributing to the 
extinction of plant and animal genetic resources; and 
more than half of the developing vorld's population live in the 
56 most critically-affeeted countries. 
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The causes of deforestation are well know%. They include population 
pressure for agricultural land, the demand for fuelvood and fodder, the 
unsustainable exploitation of forest% for industrial timber production 
+nd export, and inappropriate government policies regarding land tenure, 
l coaomic incentives, forest seetlemane, and other population issues. 
Development assistance agencies contribute to the problem when they 
fiaance l nvironmnully unsound large-scale davelopmene projects. 
The Tropical. Forestry Action Plan has focused vorld attention on 
this crisis. The plan haa been endorsed by forestry larders of more 
than 60 developing eountries and has been acsepeed as a basis for action 
by a score of bilateral ,&ad multilaeeral development assistance 
agencias o A doubling of annual forestry l ssistanse in support of the 
pLan has been pledged, from USSSOO million in 1984 to US$l billion in 
1988. 
The Bellagio conference shares the sense of urgency for global 
a&ion called for in the Tropical Forestry Action Plan. It concentrated 
on 10 major recommendations for addressing the crisis of daforestation. 
1. B costs of m 
Tropical deforestation has been ignored or inadequately reflected La 
most govrrnmene development plans. Action is needed on a country-by- 
country basis to specify ehe consequences for human welfare and the 
emironmene of the failure to coneafn deforestaelon. 'Kis is a 
9 necessary first seep to generating polieieal avareness and commitment. 
2. -orat* Reeoxtmmdations for Action into National, 
~eveIonmentJJ 
The urgency of the forestry cris$s must be sommunfcated to national 
economic planners and to financial and politieal leaders. Ufthin five 
years, all of-the critically-affected countxies should have fncorporaeed 
into their national development plans a long-range seraee~ for 
conservat$on and sustainable use of their tropical forests. 
Developing countries should be aariseed to implement a major 
programme for involving men and women of 9osa%, sommunities in forest 
, consemation and tree planting. Non-govemmentaf organizations have a 
critical role to play in promoting action to save tropical forests and 
in assuring grassroots partic'pacion. 
f 
Special attention should be given 
to reclamation of agricultura vasteland and degraded vatersheds. 
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4. fncou a n 2 a tic 
Government forest adxainistrations on their own-cannot cope with this 
crisis. Policy incentives should be introduced that vould provid'e the 
necessary stimulus for private sector participation in reforestation and 
sustainable forest management, particularly by small farmers and local 
communities. Women, who are the main harvesters and users of vood, 
should be more directly involved in formulating rural forest policies. 
Private industry should be encouraged through fiscal ihcentives and 
similar programmes to undertake large-scale industrial forest management 
and reforestaefon projects within a suitable legal framevork which 
ensures net replenishment of forest resources. . 
5. Poliev Refoms 
Policy reform is needed from both national governments and 
development assistance agencies. National governments should, for 
example, act to remove subsidies and other inappropriate policies that 
encourage economic inefficiency and over-harvesting of forest resources. 
Development assfseance agencies should, for example. revise policies 
that are contributing to the destruction of natural ecosystems, and 
design project strategies that favour protection of these valuable 
resources. 
6. protectine Tropical Forest Ecosvstems 
Concerted international support should be given 'co a campaign for 
protecting the 700 million hectares of remaining tropical rain forest, 
the planet's greatest source of plane and animal diversity. This can be - . achieved by major expansions of protected areas and biosphere reserves. 
By encouraging more intensive and profitable use of degraded forest 
land,.pressure on protected areas can be relieved. 
7. Intcnration of ForestrP into Broader Land-Use Concerns 
Important solutions to deforestation vi11 come from outside the 
forestry sector. Increasing farmers' agricultural productivity provides 
an alternative to forest encroachment. Energy conservation programTes 
can be a cost-effective strategy for saving forests. Such solutions co 
deforestation will be discovered and implemented only if forestry 
planning is integrated vith planning in other sectors. 
8. Strenntheninn Research 
, Technical, biological, socio-economic, and policy research must be 
intensified. As an example, there is significant potential to raise the 
productivity of multi-purpose trees through breeding and biotechnolog.-. 
thereby helping to meet rural basic needs. Substantially-increased 
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funding for such research vi11 be necersary, and opportunfties should be 
eaeamfned for establishing a consultative group for 1nt~natlonaP s 
fores6x-y research and policy development, vftb a vision and 
determination comparable to the one organized for agriculture on this 
same conference site almost 20 years ago. 
9. nonitorr,nn of Treq,&al Deforesta- 
An annual reviev of the status of vorld forest resources and of 
progress being made in halting foress destsuetion is urged. Xn addition 
to govemnent and aid agency assesswntt, cicfren reports shauld be 
encouraged on grassroots evaluation of vhether national progress is 
being made in arresting deforestation. 
10. Co-o~thlg fnt$gpltfonaf Actfofp 
The Tropical Forestry Action Plan provides an effective ftamevork 
for co-ordinating international actfos. To help governmenu of 
dmm%opLng countrfes to implement the plan, tie Food md Agriculture 
Organization is supporting efforts to co-ordinate bilateral and 
PePPlt%lateral agency rssfstanee for strengtPnenfng forescry seetob 
planning * 
An international task force vi11 immediately begin to prepare 
D specific recoumendatfons for policy responses, fund%ng strategies. and 
fnstitutional mechanisms necessary to igplemenc these and related 
recommendaefons. A second Bellagio forestry conference, to be held next 
year e vfll reviev the task force recommendations and make proposals for 
their adoption. 
Agreed at Bellagio, Italy 
2 July 1987 
The Bellagio Serategy Meeting on Tropical Forests vas convened under ehe 
ausptces of: 
Food ani Agrdculture Organization of the united Nations 
me Uorld- Bank 
United Nations Development Programme 
Uorld Resources Institute 
The Rockefeller Foundation 
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198&,-86 
1977-87 
1977-87 
1970-78 
1918-75 
1982.88 
1986-88 
_ . 
1985-88 
1980-88 Member, Board of the Environment Liaison Centre 
International (ECC) 
1983-88 Hembet. National Comittee on Voodfuel Conservation 
338 Bellanio II Task Force on Trooicsl Forcstrv Research ' ' , 
~EORCX? D. ??OI.XFB (Chairmen) 
Chafrman of the Committee on Forestry, Food and 
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 
Director-General of the British Forestry Commission 
Chairman, Standing Committee on Commonwealth Forestry 
Member of IUFRO's Executive Board, and member of its 
International Council for five years 
Research Silvic$turist of Alice Holt and Director of 
Research, forestry Commission 
Executive Co-ordinator, Kenya Energy and Environment 
Organization Association (KENGO) 
Member, National Energy Research Committee 
Member, Board of Africa Development Informatics 
Member, Board of 
Hembar, National 
Member, National . 
Consemation 
the Foundation for Uoodfuel Development 
Agroforestry Research Committee 
Committee on Genetic Resources 
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1985 
1977-84 Planning end Research ffaneger, National Reforestation 
Company (CONARE), Venezuela. 
3979-76 Gums& Researcher, University of Csettingen, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
1967-74 Director, Forestry School, Au&al University, Chile. 
Head, Forest Hanagement and Economics Instfc?~te. 
1964-67 Und Reform Carporation, forestry, VIII Region. 
1985- 
1983- 
1981/82 
1969 o . 
. 
*197o- 
1968-70 
P 1965-68 
. . 
8 
Head of the Forestry and Agroforestry Production Area; 
Regionel Co-ordinetor, Tree Crops Production Project, e 
Agronomical Tropical Center for Research,and Training 
(CATIE), Costa Rica. 
Associate Dire&or, Desert Development Center, American 
University in Cairo 
Professor of forestry, Alexandria University 
Visiting Fellov, Australian National Universiey/CS%RC, 
Aus tral in 
Ph.D., Tree Improvement, University of British Columbia, 
eanada 
Consultant:IDRC. FAO, Georgia Tech., AID, ALECSO, AL41 
P%ember: NmA; CASAFA; IUFRO (Leader Uorking Group on 
Carmarina); Cansdian Institute of Forestry: Egyptian 
Society of Genetics 
Professor, University of k!innesota. Joint appointment in 
Forest Resources and Agricultural and Applied Economies 
Research Associate, School of Natural Resources, Universi:y 
of Michigan 
Forestry Officer, Food and Agriculture Organization of 2.e 
United Nations 
Since 1970, Professor Cregerscn has sesved as a consu?taa.t 
to many international organizations. including the i'orld 
Bank: Inter-Amcriean Development Bank: FAO; OECD and US.;19 
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ANNEX 2 
1983 - 
1982 
1981 
1979-80 
1985- 
1980-85 
1968-80 
196L-68 
1980.88 
1978-88 
1970-84 
1966-70 
PETER T. IuzLntOOQ 
Associate, Forests and Biodiversity Program, Uorld ~ 
Resources Institute, Uashington, D.C. 
i\esearch Associate, Yale School of Fotestry and 
Environmental Studies, Nev Haven, Connecticut 
Intern, Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental 
and Ssientfffc Affairs, Office of Environment and Natural 
Resources, U-S. Department of State, Uashington, D.C. 
Consultant, Bureau for Science and Technology, Office of 
Forestry, Environment, and Natural Resources, Agency for 
International Development, Uashington, D.C. 
$CXtIS E. HUGWET 
Independent consultant (IBRD, UNDP, FAO and others) 
Director-General, Centre Technique Forestier Tropical, 
France 
Director, Forest Resources Division, FAO, and Chairmar., FZIO 
Group on Environment 
Regional Director. Forest ScNFce, South of France 
Vice-President, Research Programmes, International 
Development Research Centre (IDRC), Canada 
Chairman, ICSU International, Commission on the Application 
of Sefence to Agriculture, Forestry and Aquaculeure 
Director, Agriculture, Food and Nutrition, PDRC 
Head, Food and Agricultural Industries, FAO 
Has undertaken numerous international consultancies for 
, different organizations and been associated vith the CGIAR system since its inception. 
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1983 - 
1982-83 
1975-82 
- 
1973-75: 
%986- . 
b982-8% 
1987- SUFRO Research Co-ordinaeor for Africa. 
1980-87 - Co-ordinatfng Direc+or of Science BB Technology, FedcraP 
Unirtry of Science and Technology, Lgor, Nigeria. 
1977-86 Director of Agricultural Sciences, Federal Ministry Science 
and Toehnology, Lagos. 
1975-77 Executive Secretary, Agxfeultural Research Council of 
Nigeria (ARCN) s Ibedan, NLgerfa. 
197’1-75 Dfreccor, Forestry Research Instimte of Niger%a (FRIX), 
Ibadan. 
Nor sewed as Nigerian representative in she CXXAR: member, 
CGIAR Reviey Connnittee; members IITA Board of ‘buteat; member, IUiRO 
International Council 
1976-86 Deputy Director., IFPRI 
P 
197l,-76 Head, Research Development, .FAO 
First Execucfve Secreeary to Technical Advisory, CCI4R 
1969-71 Assistant Director, Policy Advisory Bureau, Fir0 
Programme Officer, SeeLacy far kronotien of Wastelands 
Developmewt, New Delhi. _ 
Consultant to National Council of Applied Esonomic 
Research. 
Uorked in rural areas of Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. 
Cujarr6 S6ate Financial Corporation, Ahedabad. initially 
evaluacing term-lending proposals and subsequently heading 
Foreign Exchange Loans Deparanent under IDA line of crsdiz. 
Research Fellow Emeritus, International Food Policy 
Research Institute 
On seeondment to ISNAR, responsible for developing research 
programme 
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. 
SALUH HOHD. NOR 
1985- First Director-General, Forest Research Institute of . 
Malaysia 
1977-85 Director, Forest Research Institute, Kepong, under Forestry 
Department, Penninsula of Halaysia 
197&-77 Graduate Research Assistant in remote sensing, Remote 
Sensing Project, Michigan State University, East Lansing 
1970-73 Counterpart to FAO expert in forestry inventory on UNDP 
project 
Positions include Honorary Vice-President; International 
Society for Tropical forests; Vice-President, IUFRO 1986-90; President, 
Xalayan Nature Society, 1978-present; has served as consultant co 
various international orgafiirations, including UNDP, IDRC and Asian 
Development Bank 
1982-88 Director-General of International Rice Research Institute, 
Philippines 
1980-82 Member, Planning Commission, Department of Agriculture, 
Government of India 
* F 
1980 Acting Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission 
L979-80 Secretary to Government of India 
1972.79 Director-General of Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
and Secretary to Government of India 
Holds many international positions, including Honorary 
President of IUCN sinee 1986; Vice-President, Uorld Wildlife fund; also 
recipient of many international awards and honorary degrees. 
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ANNEX3 
LIST OF BACRCROUND PAPERS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ir. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
. . 
9. 
10 
11 
Backnround Pavers Commissioned 
pv the Task Force 
Forestry Research Priorities for Underpinning 
the Tropical Forestry Action Plan 
J. Spears 
The Global Tropical Forestry Research System: 
Present Situation, Needed Improvements 
H.M. Gregerser? 
Forestry Research in Africa: Problems, DOE. Iyamabo 
Priorities and Needs M.H. El Lakany 
Opportunities for Forestry Research in North 
Africa and the Near East 
M.H. El L&any 
'Forestry Research in French-Speaking Tropical 
Africa: Ongoing Activities, Needs and 
Prospects 
L. Huguet 
Priority Issues on Forestry Research: An 
African NGO Perspective 
A. Awori 
Forestry Research Needs and Ppportunities in 
Tropical Asia 
Forestry Research: An Asian NC0 Perspective 
Some Considerations about Tropical Forestry 
Research in Latin America 
SalIeh Xohd. Xor 
Abdul Xanap iihnad. 
A. Khare 
R. de Camino 
Perspectives of NGO Organizations on Natural 
Resource Research in Latin America 
R. So1orzar.o 
A Summary of the Three (NGO) Background Papers 
(Africa: Awori; Latin America: Solorrano; 
Asia: Khare;) Submitted to the Task Force 
A. Khare 
12. Information Management for Expanded Tropical 
Forestry Research 
13. Tropical Forestry Research Programme: 
Institutional Alternatives , 
14. Networks as a Research Modality 
15. The Technical Advisory Committee (TX) 
to the CCIAR 
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D.U. Rose 
J-la. Hulse 
P.A. Oram 
P.A. Oram 
Other Eacknround PamsO 
16. in Expanded Proposal for an INCOFORE System IUFRO 
17. Rwiow of Lntamationol Co-operation in FAO 
Tropical Foraarry - Sacretarfat Note 
, 
. 
. AYNEP L . . 
pRELI?¶INARY AUNUAL COST ESTIXATES 
FOR AN INTERNATIONAL TROPICAL FORESTRY RESEARCH COWCII, 
FOR 1990-1995 
. 
A. THE COUNCIL OE 
TRUSTEES AND THF 
FORESTRY TECHNICAt 
B. - 
@MINISTIUTION 
(1) DE COUNCIL OF TRUSTEES 
13 Trustees @ an average of 
$3,000 flat honorarium per 
annum. 
An average of $3,000 per 
Trustee for travel and per 
diem for each of two meetings 
per annum. 
Council meeting costs 
(including facilities, guests, 
support). 
gsJ 
39,000 
78 ,ccc 
25,230 
TOTAL (1) I l.~2.000 
I 
(2) m FORESTRY TECHNICA& t 
&WISORY COKHITTEE (FTAC) j 
10 Members @ an average 1 LS.C33 
. honorarium of $1,500 per 
maering for three meetings per 
annum. 
An average of $3,000 per I f 9C,KS 
Member for travel and per diem I 
for each of three meetings per ' 
annum. I 
i 
Consultanrs: * ICC nr- 
Fees, travel and per diem. j 
""V 
TOTAL (2) ; 235,ose 
TOTAL tA1 ; 377.000 
(3) STAFF COSTS 
Executive Secretary: 
Scientific Secretary: 
Financial Comptroller: 
Information Manager: 
76 ’ 
c 
Training Manager : 
G Support Staff: 
TOTAL (3) 
Spree Rental: 
Comunfsatiens/Supplfar/ 
Reproduction. 
Legal and Audit fees. 
TQTAL (4) 
(ml Report, 
General Broehureo, 
Newslet6e8, 
Beseaxch BeporTs, 
kl%P%firag costs, amd 
Datzabase > 
TQTAL (6) n 
TQTAL (7) 
TOTAL (8) 
4 Ce-ordfnatora 
h Scientific kzaociates 
4 Information Officers 
Post al%ouances: 
@ 30% of salaries. 
i 
Staff travel and per diem. 
60. 
110, 
- 
so0 o 
-. 
300, 
2s. 
10, 
33s s 
300. 
240 I 
200, 
222,' 
200; 
TOTAL (8) I 1,162, 
7s 
r 
, 
d ANNEX 4 
TOTAL 
ADllINIS&TION 
COSTS 
De START-UP 
COSTS 
E. SUPPORT FO& 
EES=CH ANP 
CAPAB ItIm 
(9) Administrative Support 
for National Institutions 
(space, support staff, and 
office operations) 
TOTAL (9) 
TOTAL (C) 
TOTAL A.B.C. 
4 
Equipment/furniture 
Staff relocation 
Legal fees 
TOTAL CD> 
This is an estimate of the 
annual level of additional 
external support that would be 
needed by 1995 for research 
and related strengthening of / 
research capability. TTAe I 
estimate includes direct 
bilateral and multilateral 
support that may not pass 
through the Council. 
300,000 
, 
1,462,OOO 
2.959,OOO 
200,600 
25c,ooo 
30,aoo 
480 ) 000 
TOTAL (E) , 50,000,00Q 
* ~OOT??OT~: (i) Items A, B, and C are estimated current annual costs 
for the period 1990-95. 
(ii) Item D refers to start-up costs in 1990. 
I 
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